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Editorial
After the overwhelming success of the first issue, the editorial team proudly presents to its
readers and contributors the second issue of the Indian Journal of Comparative Literature
and Translation Studies. Our struggle against the money making patronisers of knowledge
has been whole-heartedly supported by the true connoisseurs of education and resultantly our
mailbox has been flooded with responsive mails and scholarly articles from researchers,
young and old, across the world. We thank each one of them from the bottom of our hearts
for recognizing our effort and allowing us to continue with our endeavour. It is because of
them all that the caravan of IJCLTS has happily moved and reached its second station, only to
proceed further with new co-travellers.
Gaining confidence from the success of the first issue, which had no particular theme but
published articles on various aspects of comparative literature and translation studies, the
editorial board had come up with the idea of staying put to a particular theme for each of the
issues to be published henceforth. The idea, in spite of all its ingenuity, involved risk of
limiting the range of targeted researchers. But we, the board of editors, decided to take the
risk. The topic for the present issue, therefore, was decided to be “Literature, Art and
Performance.” This topic was chosen with the aim of engaging into a critical dialogue
between „text‟ and „performance‟ as the interplay of performative and the written have deeply
influenced the culture and philosophy of different communities. We expected fully
researched articles that could critically reflect on the adaptations of literature and oral
traditions into different art and performance traditions in the light of the concepts like space
and identity and the newly emerging technologies of communication.
We also included sub-themes like that of „folk and tribal culture‟ and „oral tradition and
history‟ because communities that do not possess a written script express the narratives of
their lived experiences through different art forms and performances; again, often written
forms of poetry and prose carry within them the seeds of the oral and the performative
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traditions of different cultures. Moreover, the receptions of written texts in various ages and
cultures are not just in terms of silent reading but often in terms of reading aloud in groups,
enacting them in community festivals and adapting them into other forms of representations.
These practices, prevalent since centuries, have resulted in the increasing traffic between the
page, the stage and the audio/visual medium.
This issue has published eight from a wide range of extremely well researched articles that
were received from scholars all across the country covering issues that could very well relate
to the topic chosen and also do justice to the objectives of the journal. Some papers have very
aptly dealt with the debates and problems surrounding the ideas of adaptation not only from
one medium to the other, but also from one language to the other. A few of them have
focussed on how factors like gender influence and affect these transactions which in turn
exhibits the different ways of thinking about the ideas of location and identity. Concentrating
on the politics of these representations and analysing closely these oral and performative
texts, these articles have tried to relate the society with the cultural productions. The issue
also consists of translations of poems, songs and a short story. From this issue the Journal has
introduced a new segment of that of interviews and we thank the contributors for
interviewing two extremely well known names of Indian academia Prof. Susie Tharu and the
famous dalit writer, Sharankumar Limbale.
We hope that this issue will be an interesting and scholarly enriching read, for the only
endeavour of the editorial team is, and will remain, that of ventilating new arguments,
opinions and theories of comparative literature and translation studies. We take this
opportunity to once again thank all those contributor, reviewers and enthusiasts without
whom the publication would never have been possible. It is just a happy beginning and we
still have miles to go and their support alone will keep us going.

-Board of Editors
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From Stage to Page: A Tale of Two Enclosures
Abstract
A rise in interest in art in the history of a nation‘s realization of a life in order occupies a special
place. The article offers explanations for the correlations between a critical review of the political
intervention discourse in view of the play The Deaux‘ Stratagem (1963) by the Irish dramatist
George Fairquhar (1677 – 1707) and an overview of the novel Black No More (1982) by the
American novelist George S. Schuyler (1895-1977) --- a genuine literary practice of an
AfroAmerican who lives in America in the quest for order in life and art in the Twentieth century.
Keywords: Politics, order, desire, racism, critique

Main Paper

Introducing Order
A rise in interest in art in the history of a nation‘s realization of a life in order occupies a special
place. The article offers explanations for the correlations between a critical review of the political
intervention discourse in view of the play The Deaux‘ Stratagem (1963) by the Irish dramatist
George Fairquhar (1677 – 1707) and an overview of Black No More (1982) by the American
novelist George S. Schuyler (1895-1977) --- a genuine literary practice of an AfroAmerican who
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lives in America in the quest for order in life and art in the Twentieth century. Therefore, this article
aims to show the relevance of the indirect fashion of Farquhar and Schuyler and how they
repeatedly emphasize the thwarting anarchy of the modern age, call for the attainment of order
between man and society, and stress the importance of art to the search for aesthetic order and
cosmic order. Making this commonality of thought more apparent, this article will argue that a tale
of two enclosures, in a development of a staged play to a created play of prose is a prime cause for
the progressive vision of writers to defend a nation in their quest for the rhythm of order.

It may have been noticed that in this modern age much space has been devoted to the perception of
order as salient to satirical masterpieces like Jonathan Swift‘s Gulliver Travels, or E. M. Forester‘s
A Passage to India, and others. In principle, the idea of order connotes overlapping meanings, but it
refers to an order that has elements in one single universal design. Different types of order are
political order, moral order, aesthetic order, and cosmic order. One lexical definition of order, in
Encyclopedic World Dictionary, is ―a condition in which everything is in its proper place with
reference to other things and to its purpose: methodical or harmonious arrangement‖ (1974: 1107).
Harmony itself is defined as ―a consistent, orderly, pleasing or arrangement of parts;
congruity‖(1974: 726) and this occurs in the creative prose

literature, partly to the fact that

harmony in Harry Shaw‘s Dictionary of Literary Terms ―is the proportion of separate parts of a
selection to each other and to the whole‖ (1972:179-180). Furthermore, E.M. Forster‘s concern
about the predominance of muddle is best illustrated by what he means by order in a collection of
imaginative essays Two Cheers of Democracy: order is ―something evolved from within, not
something imposed from without; it is an internal stability, a vital harmony‖ through which ―the
earthly millennium might approach‖ (1951: 88-9). The equation of order with ―vital harmony‖
implies that harmony is quintessential to understanding the Forster‘s versatile quest for order which
is hard to gain when it is imposed by force or endorsed by regimes. As the idea of the political and
the moral order was discussed elsewhere (Gewaily 2014) theI will give below two types of order:
The Aesthetic order and The Cosmic Order
In his book The Ordering of The Arts in Eighteenth –Century England, Lawrence Lipking
(1970:17) illuminates the type of order called aesthetic. He approaches the three aesthetic fields of
painting, music, and poetry, admitting that their major works have much in common, ―a community
of interest ... They draw upon a similar vocabulary, similar critical habits, and similar assumptions
about the place of arts in life.‖ Similar to many novelists and poets of the late eighteenth century, he
continues, ―authors on the arts found no established form that could contain all they wanted to
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say….As each author made his work, his countless decisions and choices of material led him
through an individual train of thought to an individual plan, but hardly to a fixed genre.‖

The English Neoclassical movement, predicated upon and derived from both classical and
contemporary French models, embodied a group of attitudes toward art and human existence--ideals
of order, logic, restraint, accuracy, "correctness," "restraint," decorum, and so on, which would
enable the practitioners of various arts to imitate or reproduce the structures and themes of Greek or
Roman originals. Neoclassicism dominated English literature from the Restoration in 1660 until the
end of the eighteenth century, when the publication of Lyrical Ballads (1798) by Wordsworth and
Coleridge marked the full emergence of Romanticism. The theory of aesthetic ideology has been
most thoroughly formulated by Terry Eagleton, a follower of Louis Althhusser. For Eagelton, the
power of aesthetic response is that it associates itself with individual experience, which is
understood as spontaneous and non-ideological. Neoclassicism, to a certain extent, represented a
reaction against the optimistic, exuberant, and enthusiastic Renaissance view of man as a being
fundamentally good and possessed of an infinite potential for spiritual and intellectual growth.
Neoclassical theorists, by contrast, envisioned man as an imperfect being, inherently sinful, whose
potential was limited. They replaced the Renaissance emphasis on the imagination, on invention
and experimentation, and on mysticism with an emphasis on order and reason, on restraint, on
common sense, and on religious, political, economic and philosophical conservatism. They
maintained that man himself was the most appropriate subject of art, and considered art itself as
essentially pragmatic--as valuable because it was somehow useful--and as something, which was
properly intellectual rather than emotional.

The eighteenth century, in which poetry, drama, essays, and literary criticism were all imbued with
the form, was, however, the golden age of English satire. The word satire derives from the Latin
satira, meaning "medley." Satire emerges when the writer is mostly indignant. Real temperament
may make active the talent for irony and ridicule. The vision of man and the surrounding world is
the reason behind the depth of the satire. Martin Price (1984:16) says: ―The prevalence of satire
throughout the eighteenth century serves to force apart the orders that once were aligned in a
universal Order and to set them in ironic opposition. The satirist is always demonstrating a failure
... .‖ Swift stresses the value of cognition; the problem of moral cognition is a major theme in the
fulfillment of one‘s duty.
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Different theorists have different lines of approach in their research on the different features of
experience in the search for identity. Indeed, there are competing theories, or potential narratives,
about what early life was actually like. The present study does not intend to consider the extreme
feminist view of desire as expressed in Julia Kristeva, Helene Cixous and Lucy Irigaray; for
example, Kristeva‘s Desire in language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art. In these
accounts, desire is conceived to be a key active factor in the making of gendered and sexualized
subjects. The subject seeks to recognize and possess desire in a relationship with the other and even
to see the other as a self-reflection. In other words, desire is crucial to my research here in view of
its relevance to the concept of order as an especially important issue in the contemporary study of
culture.

In the contemporary period, the idea of desire has been of significance to a set of broadly
poststructuralist or postmodernist and feminist theories, most often engaged in a debate with the
findings of Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalysis. Most prominently influential modern and
postmodern theories of literature are in debt to psychoanalysis and its essential idea of the
unconscious. Jacques Lacan (1901-1981) has been for the locus of research and much has been
written about his theory of the unconscious, which has been very influential on later feminist
theory. In Lacan‘s formulation, the subject‘s ―desire is for the desire of the other‖ (1977: 321).
According to Vincent Leitch‘s introduction to The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism
(2001: 16), Lacan sees desire in the unconscious, developing simultaneously when the subject
leaves the natural mother to coexist in a symbolic relationship with the surrounding: ―an infant
moves during its earliest psychological development from an ‗imaginary order‘— a mothercentered, nonsubjubjugated, presymbolic, pre-oedipal space of bodily drives and rhythms (linked
with the unconscious) to a ‗symbolic order‘ of separation between self and (m)other, of law and
patriarchal social codes, and of loss and associated desire (linked with consciousness)‖. That
awareness of order here shows, in my view, the layers of transformation from the natural cosmic
order of life to the multiple ways of social disorder in the very much alienation and chaos among
individuals in such contexts of human communication in both real and imagined communities.

What follows is to show how the alchemy of order and disorder in the literary minds of Farquhar
and Schuyler, in turn, can meet on the same page of their two works The Deaux‘ Stratagem (DS)
and Black No More (BNM), henceforth, in defense of their consciousness of order, namely the two
aesthetic and cosmic orders, given in the two main sections below. Next is to explore, first, how
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Farquhar‘s intellectual and cultural background account for the importance he gives to order in life
between man and society and to order in art.
George Farquhar‘s Quest for Order

There has been widespread praise for the literary oeuvre of George Fairquhar that managed to
reflect the social disorder of their respective cultural, sociological and aesthetic contexts. The highly
elaborate play of Farquhar‘s The Deaux‘ Stratagem (1963) has raised widespread debate in how the
writer sought to decipher disorder and to compose new variations of order adapted to modern needs.
Farquhar‘s quest for order is an endeavor to harmonize the diverse aspects of man‘s experience.
Man‘s inmost feelings are to be reconciled with his outer reality; the unseen with the seen. Below I
will refer briefly to the life of Farquhar as a foundation to trace in some detail the idea of order in
this play. Certain aspects of Farquhar‘s cultural and intellectual background are thought to have
oriented him towards the search for order. Some of these pertain to Farquhar‘s age, others to his
upbringing. He was born of Irish parentage in1678. The father, a clergyman, has furnished him with
liberal education as the best thing a father can bestow upon him. During the closing years of his life
Farquhar suffered from an abject poverty so dramatically that this last and most successful play, DS
was written on borrowed money. He was somewhat alone and in need. Farquhar‘s obsessive
preoccupation with money and gentility arose from his feeling of estrangement from them. He got
married into a woman who had kindly been treated. He was so happy in his marriage, but the
matrimonial disturbance, asserted by many critics, in this play, is not a personal voice of his own
marriage. Later some critics noticed his loneliness and divorce.

Farquhar is a very remarkable writer who struggles patiently with the hardships of a very terrible
life and his works are largely preoccupied with the increasing prevalence of chaos and dwindling of
order in the modern world. Farquhar‘s characters exhibit a sincere desire to grope for order, their
awareness of muddle motivates them to search for stability, meaning, and value. Charles Ewald, in
his book The Dramatic Works of George Farquhar, says that he occupies a middle position between
―the vicious writers of the close of the Seventeenth century and the comparatively purer writers of
the beginning of the Eighteenth century. He deals with vicious subjects, and seldom goes outside
their circle for the mechanism of his plots; but he does not, as did Wycherley, prefer vice to virtue,
and renders the latter always dull and despicable‖. Farquhar is one of the most vivacious and
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entertaining writers of English comedy. In describing his comedies as it is often the case with the
other dramatists of the Restoration, Ewald continues, ―Wit is not always allied with profanity,
humour with indecency, modesty with stupidity, and rectitude with timidity or lack of opportunity.
The shady scenes, it is true, predominate in his pages ... . Whatever his faults may be, Farquhar,
unlike Swift or Voltaire, is never cruel or savage in his satire‖. Ewald focuses then on the nature of
the comedian characters which are worthy of our sympathy and described within the region of
humanity:

He studies human nature always from a genial and kindly standpoint. The failings of the
creatures of his imagination never springs from a bitter and relentless source- his
dramatis persona sin and fall because their humanity works too strongly within them to
tolerate restraint; they love and drink and gamble because they are essentially human
that they cannot prevent their frailties from assuming the supremacy. Yet they are
always men and never yahoos […] we see the genius, the cheery humour, the kindly
heart, the skillful manipulation of the true master of comedy. (n.d.: xiv-xv)
The sense of how an individual sees himself, and how he is perceived by others in one‘s struggles
against sufferings to evolve human dignity and hope, is a focus in Farquhar‘s DS. The literary
pictures given is a screen behind which the real Farquhar hides.
The distinctive feature of Farquhar‘s art is that he never confuses what we want to do (the good)
with what we ought to do (the right). The sense of good meanings like desire, wish, and interest can
be assigned something material. Also, the sense of the right includes the sense of duty or
obligations. Farquhar stresses the value of moral cognition as a major theme in the fulfillment of
one‘s duty. How to reconcile the right with the good is central to the overlapping meanings of order.

Regarding the purpose of his writing, Farquhar is conscious of the quest for survival. He subverts
the dominating culture. There are various questions and themes or concepts that emerge over the
course of the play. There is a significant interest in money and financial support in the contrast
between human behavior and animal-like behavior, as well as Farquhar‘s ideas about marriage and
divorce. The improper reference to such topics is an indication for the lack of order in the play and
Farquhar‘s serious interest to occur. Later, the satirical mode behind his writing is given as follows:

When strife disturbs, or sloth corrupts an age,
keen satire is the business of the stage […]
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When Anna‘s scepter points the laws their course,
And her example gives her percepts force:
There scarce is room for satire; all our lays
Must be, or songs of triumph, or of praise. (64)

The goal of his satire is to show his objections to such inhuman practices. He experiences an
inevitable sense of displacement throughout the use of resistance acts like writing, discussing the
hunger crisis, and the quest for survival. Farquhar writes to alienate himself from daily sufferings.
This play reveals the miserable life of Lichfield, about 110 miles northwest of London so it could
arouse sympathy in his readers. The character of hunger is intended to reveal the urgent need to
regain human rights. The writer presents hunger as a static character since it is still affecting his age
in the sense that it is the cause of the brutalities of living. It is the worst of the crimes. Nothing is
more horrible in life for her than to only have air in the stomach. For Vincent f. Hopper and Gerald
B. Lahey (963: 5): ―it is needless to remark that with Farquhar poverty was the crime of the
individual, not of society.‖ The playwright expects a cruel reaction of the viewer or reader once
reading it in the Epilogue where it refers to how Farquhar was fatally ill when composing this play:
―If to our play your judgment can‘t be kind, Let its expiring author pity find: Survey his mournful
case with melting eyes, Nor let the bard be damned before he dies‖ (180).
Poverty, for Farquhar, widens the gap of alienation in the people‘s daily communication. Mrs.
Sullen reminds us that poets and philosophers have ever praised pastoral and rustic solitude because
they lacked the money to enjoy the town. And the biological principle of ―natural selection‖ is so
subdued to that of the artificial tendency in Aimwell that ―no woman can be a beauty without a
fortune.‖ Going through different kinds of suffering in Farquhar‘s play, it seems clear that poverty
is one of the disorders working against people‘s pathways of communication. DS presents money as
a powerful advantage to live well (71, 72). Both Aimwell and Archer, the master and the servant,
respectively, are two gentlemen of broken fortunes. While Archer admits that poverty is the worst
crime in the world, Aimwell stresses the urgent need to own money for ―no crime upon earth but
the want of money,‖ then replies that ―men must not be poor; idleness is the root of all evil....
Fortune has taken the weak under her protection, but men of sense are left to their industry‖ (72).
The Act One of the play values money and the painful living in abject poverty. For Aimwell, those
who keep the money are the worst, and likewise Archer asserts that they ―destroy the rights of
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nature and disappoint the blessings of Providence.‖ Aimwell believes that all men are in troubles
since no one can have a sound control of all five senses, ―Give me a man that keeps his five senses
keen and bright as his sword, that has‘ em always drawn out in their just order and strength, with his
reason as commander at the head of ‗em;... !‖ (76).
Marriage as a theme is the key stone of the sense of disorder in Farquhar‘s DS. ―The quintessence‖
of this play, say the editors of DS Vincent Hopper and Gerald Lahey, ―is a bold assault upon the
unduly rigid and stifling regulations governing marriage‖ (1963: 41). Let us now consider in
particular the troubled marriage of Mrs Sullen and Dorinda‘s brother called Sullen. Act two begins
with a dialogue between Dorinda and Mrs Sullen in which the latter expresses her miserable
marriage because she is inhumanly treated by her husband whom she questions ―What is the reason,
sir, that you use me thus inhumanly?‖ (88). When asked if she is going to the church today, Mrs
Sullen sees that no one will save her from her dilemma except Heaven alone. ―But I think, Dorinda,
there‘s no form of prayer in the liturgy against bad husband‖(84). She refers to her husband Sullen
with whom she is ―continually discontented‖ because of his inhuman behaviors like the day when
he came home at four o‘clock, as usual, and awakened her during her sweet dreams by ―tumbling
over the tea-table, which he broke to pieces.‖ What is interesting is Mrs Sullen‘s critical mocking of
Sullen‘s systemic habitat:

After his man and he had rolled about the room, like sick passengers in a storm,
he comes flounce into bed, dead as a salmon into a fishmonger‘s basket; his feet
cold as ice, his breath hot as a furnace, and his hands and his face as greasy as
his flannel night-cap.- O matrimony!-He tosses up the clothes with a barbarous
swing over his shoulders, disorders the whole economy of my bed, leaves me half
naked, and my whole night‘s comfort is the tunable serenade of that wakeful
nightingale, his nose!- Oh, the pleasure of counting the melancholy clock by a
snoring husband! (87)

What Farquhar means by the inharmony between Sullen and Mrs Sullen is to dismiss the
incompatability in marital relationship. Mrs Sullen‘s distaste for and boredom with ―country
pleasures‖ is because of being frustrated in not finding hope to cope with an irresponsible, inhuman
and totally unresponsive spouse.
Surely enough, the uncertainty of the woman‘s position is even greater in Lichfield, but here in
London women have on the other hand a better way of defending themselves and knowing their
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rights, ―O Dorinda, Dorinda! A fine woman may do anything in London: o‘my conscience, she may
raise an army of forty thousand men‖(89). Mrs. Sullen challenges herself to achieve the sense of
order in her relationship with Sullen. The one way to achieve this is ―to rouse my lethargic, sottish
husband‖ in giving him ―a rival.‖ She considers some moral aspects in the following: ―Security
begets negligence in all people, and men must be alarmed to make ‗em alert in their duty. Women
are like pictures, of no value in the hands of a fool till he hears men of sense bid high for the
purchase.‖ Dorrinda, Sullen‘s sister, admits the negative behavior of her brother, when saying in a
serious tone: ―I fancy there‘s a natural aversion on his side; and I fancy, sister, that you don‘t come
much behind him, if you dealt fairly.‖ In response to Dorinda‘s words, Mrs Sullen certainly admits
it because ―we are united contradictions, fire and water‖ (90). Mrs. Sullen asks Dorinda to help her
transform the character of Sullen. Dorinda ponders the matter because Sullen is also her own
brother; she hesitates but Mrs. Sullen convinces her that she is a close friend but Sullen to her is just
a half brother. Mrs. Sullen does not blame herself in her troubles with Sullen: ―If I go a step
beyond the bounds of honor, leave me; till then I expect you should go along with me in everything;
while I trust my honor in your hands, you may trust your brother in mine...‖ (90). In other words,
the greater the distance from each other, the greater the sense of disorder expected to be.

Closely related to the human behavior theme is the recurrent appearance of the contrast between the
physical and the mental, most noticeable in Mrs. Sullen‘s comments on her husband and in her
brother‘s conversation with Sullen and Boniface at the inn. Act Two reveals Farquhar‘s vision of
disorder in the Sullan -Mrs Sullan relationship. This accounts for the lack of closeness between the
Sullens because of the instability of their marriage and lack of understanding. Mrs. Sullen hits the
nail on the head when she states that women in London enjoy more freedom than women in
Lichfield. This is due to the tyranny of her husband, ―A man dare not play the tyrant courage in
London, because there are so many examples to encourage the subject to rebel.‖
In his own mind, Farquhar has stunned cosmetic affinities such as the divorce‘s laws in Britain in
favor of the profound scrutiny of the subject of divorce at the very end of Act Three. Within a
context of disordered relationships of mismatched couples, it is the wish of Mrs. Sullen to be
divorced from her husband Sullen because of the lack of harmony in their life. She discusses that
matter with Dorinda. Mrs Sullen has become so impatient that: ―Providence sends no evil without
remedy. (tensely) Should I lie groaning under a yoke I can shake off, I were accessory to my ruin,
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and my patience were no better than self-murder.‖ Mrs Sullen‘s distaste for and boredom with
―country pleasures‖ result partially from her frustration of the compulsory life with an unbearable
husband, a one who represents the cruder country pleasures. The interests of Mrs. Sullen are mostly
physical, and her goals are exclusively pleasure-oriented. The proposed questions of Mrs. Sullen‘s
reaction of the law is worth noting below:

Law! What law can search into the remote abyss of nature? What evidence can
prove the unaccountable disaffections of wedlock? Can a jury sum up the endless
aversions that are rooted in our souls, or can a bench give judgment upon
antipathies?
Dorinda: They never pretended, sister; they never meddle but in cases of
uncleanness.
Mrs. Sullen: (with deep feeling) Uncleanness! O sister! Casual violation is a
transient injury and may possibly be repaired, but can radical hatreds be ever
reconciled? No, no, sister, nature is the first lawgiver, and when she has set
tempers opposite, not all the golden links of wedlock nor iron manacles of law can
keep ‗em last.(127)
In fact, Farquhar‘s play questions something that was really in his mind: what will happen in the
marital relationship between a man and a woman who mutually dislike each other? A conjugal
separation might come true due to quarrels between couples. The author calls these modes of
separation (to leave each other), commonly translated as divorce. There should be a divorce and to
be enacted naturally since marriage, due to the law of nature, is based on an inter-familial
agreement. In societies that hardly knew divorce or because of the rarity of enacting divorce by the
law, there should be a reconsideration of divorce because of the instability of marriage. When there
is no sound law to enact divorce, many devastating real problems will be met with. Charles Fifer
(1977: xxxiv) accurately describes the problematic of Mrs.Sullen‘s marriage as an issue that
concerned Farquhar who presents a real slice of marital life, with all its problems and not just a
frame of ideal marriage without proposing solutions to problems he raised up: ―Mrs. Sullen is freed
from the burden of her husband‘s company, she has regained her fortune, but she is not free to
marry. It would take an act of Parliament to separate her legally from her husband, and very few
such acts were passed before divorce laws were finally liberalized in the Nineteenth century.‖ When
she decided that her relationship with Sullen had to be terminated, a blunt statement of fact about
the sway of final divorce should be faced with a choice between ―a kind of spinsterhood and a kind
of whoredom.‖ In short, that was the dialectical method of displaying a substantial set of
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problematic human relationships toward the attainment of order in a society with a change of
oblique law for order‘s sake and order in art he proposed to discuss the negative effects of an
unavailable divorce.
George S. Schuyler‘s Search for the Rhythm of Order

George S. Schuyler started his writing career as a socialist, is well known for Black No More
written in 1931 in which he poked fun at many black leaders. When you need to be loved, you take
love wherever you can find it. When you find love, or what you think love is, you will do your best
to keep it. But learning about real love comes from within. It grows from your sense of self. Any
true manifestation of the African-American identity in the social context should require the vision
of that other surrounding world. It is for the achievement of a real black self. This is parallel to the
family as the nucleus of community. ―The double consciousness‖ signifies the relationship between
the self and the other in the sense that you are ―always looking at one‘s self,‖ in Rowe‘s quoting
DuBois, ―through the eyes of others‖(Rowe 95). This is evident in Schuyler‘s Black No More
where the white/black figures are consciously conceived to emphasize the duality of vision. The
purpose of Black-No-More is to surmount the race problem.
African American criticism is playing on the African American call and response tradition. The
response that is left is saying anything that is cognitive which is encouraging the addressee to
respond or to react: wake up and say something. Black No More is considered Schuyler‘s finest
work because the quest for success has indeed been a fight. That is, it invokes images contained in
the distance between memory and knowing, expectation and actuality. In order to understand how
the will emerges in the hearts and minds of African Americans to be equal with the whites, one
must explain the problem of Max Disher for whom the anthropologist Dr. Junius Crookman‘s
miracle ―Black-No-More treatment‖ is available as one of other twenty million Negroes (44). The
purpose of this is to ―quit the Negro race forever‖ (40). Therefore, ―a feeling of peace‖ is expected
to be (23).
Max‘s ―negroid features‖ had deprived him of any sense of gaiety and gladness in the New Year‘s
Eve because of being alone. ―How could he share the hilarity of the crowd,‖ the narrator questions,
―when he had no girl?‖(3). He had a love experience with Minnie whom he adored and still but she
is not, because of her color. Asking for a dance with a white beautiful girl, Max‘s offer is refused,
and thus dissatisfied for being a nigger: ―I never dance with niggers‖(9). Immediately, there is Dr
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Crookman‘s ―REMARKABLE DISCOVERY‖ announced in the Times that ―CAN CHANGE B
LACK TO WHITE IN THREE DAYS‖ (9). Similar to this is the daily advertisement for a
scientific formula that makes a bald hairy. When you have not had loving experiences, or when you
do not have a sense of self, the true essence of love eludes you. Instead, Max finds himself
embroiled in his mistaken beliefs about self and love. He dedicates all his life as white person in
search of the girl who ―had spurned him; the girl he had sought so long; the girl he wanted more
than anything in the world‖ (55).
The significance of this discovery is for Dr Crookman to be ―a millionaire in no time‖(10). Max
states that Dr Crookman and his partners ―have opened their sanitariums in twenty other cities from
Coast to coast. They open a new one almost everyday. In their literature and advertisements in the
darkly newspapers they boast that they are now turning four thousand Negroes white every day‖
(48). Even Max exploits the new experience of his story as a new white to get $ 1.000 for the
published of his story. All blacks aspire to become whites in order to enjoy a true sense of positive
healthy communication void of any racial feelings of inferiority:
Sure, it was taking a chance, but think of getting white in three days! No more jim
crow. No more insults. As a white man he [Max] could go anywhere, be anything he
wanted to be, do anything he wanted to do, be a free man at last…and probably be able
to meet the girl from Atlanta. What a vision! (10)
Dr. Crookman encounters a severe critique from newspapers that were ―fanning the color prejudice
of the white people‖(44).
One of the best results of this discovery is the outspoken dislike of the whites against Negroes. This
is called the white racism. It is not strange to see Mathew, Ex-Max, to express his loyalty to the
white community because of all social virtues the Blacks are deprived of ―Strange Negroes from the
West and South […] awaiting their turn at the Crookman Institute‖ to change their black skin (38).
If he does not work, he would die as white because of concluding that white ―was no Open Sesame‖
to employment (43). He has great hopes in the future once getting a job as a defender of the white
race in opposing Dr. Crookman. He is the voice of what all whites believed that:
A white skin was a sure indication of the possession of superior intellectual and moral
qualities; that all Negroes were inferior to them; that God had intended for the United
States to be a white man‘s country and that with His help they could keep it so; that
their sons and brothers might inadvertently marry Negroes or, worse, their sisters and
daughters might marry Negroes, if black-no-More, Incorpated, as permitted to continue
its dangerous activities. (54-5)
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The hopes of Max come true when he achieves success in showing his fighting against this BlackNo-More. As a result, Mr. Given selects Fisher to be his ―right- hand man,‖ a decision he had never
regretted (78). Max ‗s fame as ―a great organizer‖ spread through the Scotland. He gets more
money and many beautiful women ―literally threw themselves at his feet‖(79). He gets in ―the
ground floor,‖ says Bunny Brown when Max gets married into the girl of his day and night dreams,
Helen Givens, the daughter of his employer (85). He becomes thoroughly satisfied, but still worry
about his ―grotesque‖ mother-in-law and the unusual ignorance of his beloved Helen (80). Mathew
abandons his past history in getting a new name instead of Max. But, in fact, he does not forget at
all who was he as it is the problematic case when he confesses to Bunny: ―I know I‘m darky and
I‘m always on the alert‖ (106). What reminds him of his black origin is the new born baby that will
be certainly black in color. Now, he is in real troubles because his truth as a Negro who became
white would be spread and this would affect his present success and future plans to make of his
education away to be more influential like all successful businessmen. He refuses the idea of
revealing the truth of the matter to Helen. The final divorce is expected to be because of being his
wife ―a worse nigger-hater than her father‖ (106). He is not a good father to try thinking in the
miscarriage of Helen via travel and exercise. He quits Bunny‘s idea for her abortion or even to pull
out with the coming of his new baby but he rejects that idea because of being in real love with her.

Mathew writes a speech as a political proposition to be recited by Givens as a call upon the
Republican administration to ―close up‖ the sanitariums of Dr. Crookman and ―deport everybody
connected with Black-No-More‖ (113). The purpose of this is evident in making the whole public
and media concerned with the hazardous effects of Black-No-More ―The nation was shocked as
never before‖(133).

Nothing would save the American white community except a miracle.

Clarence (1996: 28) says:
European civilization has misused the notion of race […] as a means to assign unequal
social fates to groups of people according to external physical features like skin color.
The most that can be said of the ‗racial identity‘ often discussed by white sociologists,
is that it is the feeling of ‗being different,‘ based [ …] on individual consciousness of
membership of a group who share certain physical characteristics, and who are called a
‗race‘ because of those characteristics. In the last analysis, racial identity is caused by
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being regarded as a member of a specific race, and being treated as such by others—it
is a social-historical circumstance rather than an ethnographic- biological fact.

This view of BNM presents a pattern that has merged in the American philosophy of the generation
running roughly from the mid to late sixties up to the present in variant degrees.

Conclusion
This paper presents a reading of how the creative art of writing in Farquhar‘s play The Deaux‘
Stratagem and then the prose of Schuyler‘s novel Black No More has a role in the context of the
quest for order in life and art. Farquhar‘s search for order is supposedly two-dimensional. Farquhar
apotheosizes the individual and shows a deep consciousness of the threats posed by society to
individuals. Farquhar sees order in harmony with obligation. Elements of obligations are strongly
stressed in Farquhar‘s texts for an appropriate understanding of his ideas of order. But what is
important in this regard for Schuyler is the interrogation of the mode and position of a lack of order,
the dynamics of its circulation, the paths of reception and incorporation, the respect for fundamental
alterity, and a myriad of other related concerns that are all formulated in different but
complementary ways. Besides, both writers, from the stage of the play to the page of the novel,
present their characters as embodying order when they grope for order in their struggle with society.
and as capable of inspiring its meanings into us.
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Reading Charles Dickens in Urdu: Sour-Sweet Renditions of Oliver Twist
and David Copperfield

ABSTRACT

The English and European tradition of sitting by the fire with a book in hand and
relishing literature would have been incomplete without Dickens‟ contributions.
Charles Dickens has been one of the most read authors whose novels have been loved
and enjoyed throughout the world. An addition to that known fact is this picture also,
in which the Urdu reading people loved perusing Dickens in English during the long
summer afternoons, before or after the siesta throughout the Indian subcontinent. He
presented a world similar to our own- peopled with poor, helpless characters at the
disposal of some evil-spirited, high handed persons. He is not much different from our
„angry young man‟ persona who restored human values of love, brotherhood, justice
and sacrifice. Mubeena Begum and Syed Mohammad Haadi felt the need of
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translating a few works of Dickens in Urdu. My paper will be an attempt to critically
examine their translation of Oliver Twist and David Copperfield, focussing on the
cultural and linguistic aspects.
Key words: British Empire, poor London, love, humanity, culture, society, difference.

Main paper
When England was riding high on the reins of power, its flag flying upright on the
peak of success, the red stain of mighty British Empire spreading far and wide on the
world map…one can imagine the splurging of wealth in and around the country.
Charles Dickens himself shows Julia Mills in David Copperfield returning from India
a nouvea riche as wife of a colonial officer „steeped in money to the throat…(who)
talks and thinks of nothing else‟ (DC:736). The world knew of England as one of the
richest and most prosperous nations. But suddenly, this young fellow named Charles
Dickens emerges on the literary scene in a tremendous manner telling tales of a
London which rots, stinks and reeks of paupers either dying starved or getting stuffed
to the Bastilles of workhouses, parishes and farms forcibly. It‟s an England where
poverty was „tantamount to crime‟, the poor and the criminals were treated alike as
„outcastes‟ (Marcus:359). This horrific side was an unknown, silenced or in straight
words, a covered aspect of England which Dickens felt the need and urge to curtain
off. It caused hush, then a „general start‟ much like what happens when „Oliver asks
for more!‟ (OT:13). The surprising thing was that Dickens was not shut off to starve
as punishment; rather he touched a chord of every heart, high and low, his voice
appealed to every sensible man and woman creating almost a „national audience‟
(Ackroyd:193), and becoming the very „spirit of the age‟ as writes Andrew Sanders
(1999:43). In Dickens, the English readers got their second Shakespeare in prose, and
he became famous in and outside almost all continents. Literary oeuvre of India had
its own Mulk Raj Anand, Manto, Munshi Premchand who spoke of the same
astonishing aspects of the gold-mounted India in the next century. Dickens easily
made home in every heart here, evoking translations of his writings in Urdu, Punjabi,
Malyalam, Bengali

and Hindi as well. My paper looks at Mubeena Begum‟s Urdu
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translation of Oliver Twist and Syed Mohammad Haadi‟s David Copperfield, if not
always criticizing in the purest manner but enjoying the way it is done.
Both translations have been done for the abridged versions of the novels mentioned.
That itself signals for many differences to be found, yet the cultural and linguistic
aspects of the two become obvious in many instances. Thus, the translated versions
begin with the scene of birth itself, omitting the drama and beautiful manner of
beginning a work special to Dickens. while Oliver Twist begins with the picture of the
workhouse the little protagonist is born in, David Copperfield records the chiming of
the clock and crying of the baby simultaneously. In the hurried translations, the trade
mark humour of Dickens which regaled the Victorian era for a change, reinforcing the
comic and satiric genres, is washed out. We cannot forget that Dickensian humour
which made well known doctors like Sir Benjamin Brodie of 18 th century to read
Dickens books in carriages and between patient to patient; the lawyer Lord Denman
read him „on the bench while the jury deliberated‟ (Mitford:36).
Begum and Haadi both seem to have taken the pledge to tell the story exclusively
without indulging in the stylistic deliberations, the portrayals of scenes, weather,
climate and characterization which altogether bring the London life alive to its readers
in spite of the vast expanse of time and space in between. These are great losses, and
haven‟t been paid attention.
But Begum has a good hold upon the story line, she is capable of evoking the pain and
trauma of the unmarried mother of Oliver Twist in few sentences. She successfully
recreates the workhouse aura marked with atrocious hunger, which made children
undergo the torture of slow starvation, going voracious and wild for lack of satisfying
food. Gruel‟s translation as “Shorba”, „bhook se bilbilana, neend na aana, aankhon
se wahshat tapakna‟ (MB:16)…sound very apt. (Imagine surviving on „shorba‟/ a
thin soup only without any vegetable or meat in that chilly cold and being hardly
clothed, „pyaaz ki gaanth’/ spring onions being an awaited treat once a week).
Mr. Sowerberry is finely summarised as – “ek duble patle bud-ikhlaq aadmi the”/ a
lean and thin ill-tempered man (MB:20), whereas Dickens presents him as “a tall,
gaunt,

large jointed man…features not naturally intended to wear a smiling

aspect…”(OT:26).
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„Bag of bones‟ (OT:31) as Mrs. Sowerberry calls Oliver Twist, is termed as „haddiyon
ki maala‟ (MB:20).
But Mubeena Begum shows negligence when she translates Monks‟ description of
Oliver Twist later in the story. He is asking Mrs Corney Bumble about the dying
mother and the child born 12 years ago, “a meek looking, pale faced boy” (OT:313)
which she writes as “ kamzor, peela aur drawna ladka”/ weak, pale and scary looking
boy (MB:87). Difference of treatment changes the whole perspective here, how a
little, sweet and poor boy is made to appear as a scary sight with the turn of a word.
Begum uses various Hindustani expressions to explain the feelings and situations likehaldi ki tarah zard hona/pale like turmeric, patte ki tarah larazna/to shake like a leaf,
baal bhi beka na hona/ not moving even a single hair, kisi ko munh dikhane laiq na
rehna/ too ashamed to show one’s face to anybody… as per the need of translation
called as „Translation adjustments‟ by Basil Hatim (2001:20). Such adjustments help
in establishing „a semantic harmony‟ and take care of „information load‟, saying many
things in few words. Whereas David Katan calls it the „dressing in cultural clothing‟
(Katan:76). Mubeena does a wonderful cultural dressing when it comes to the
culinary terms. When Oliver is taken by Artful Dodger to Fagin and his gang for the
first time, he finds Fagin frying sausages with a long fork- an imp. scene promising
food to a ravenous hungry little boy who has injured his toes walking in the slime and
snow of English countryside and has reached London after a week‟s unending
journey. Mubeena must have worried about the right word for „Sausage‟ (OT:64). It
was 1988. She finally calls it “samose” (MB:30) and it fits to the scene! Samosa has
been one of the commonest, omnipresent snacks available to Indians for at least a
century. One could think of „tikkaboti‟ or kebabs too for sausage but that sounds
richer in comparison, keeping in mind that Fagin, the thief collecting hankies and
wallets containing shillings, had to feed more than a dozen young mouths capable of
„asking for more‟. But a few other food items sound absurd and out of place when
Begum tries to translate them literally. For example, Bacon is explained as „acche
suwar ke namkeen sukhe tukde‟ (MB:22), Ham as „khushk namkeen raan’, Hot rolls
as „gurm roti‟. Begum, thus at times fails in domesticating such culturally different
terms and perhaps decides to be faithful in translation instead of being comprehensive
with some modification. In the same context, one can also relate Fagin‟s insistence on
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wine for the young Oliver, to beat the cold and fear. Oliver hesitates but does not utter
the word „no‟, whereas Mubeena writes it in a full sentence, “nahin, main sharaab
nahin pee sakta”/ No, i cannot have wine (MB:32), in keeping with the Indian and
specially Urdu readers, for whom it‟s a forbidden or at least a harmful drink, that too
for a child of 12. In the same manner, what Mr. Grimwig says as “I‟ll eat my head” as
a pet expression (Ot:112) is translated as “main apni topi chaba jaonga” (48).
Perhaps, she finds it too stark or is willing to spare Grimwig‟s head on any account.
In another instance, Mubeena never writes or translates the term „Jew‟ for Fagin: a
word used at least 256 times in the first 38 chapters of the source text. Whereas, even
in the abridged forms of English „Jew‟ is mentioned various times, which is
expectedly recognised after Shylock of Merchant of Venice fame. Begum is wise
enough not to treat the text in isolation from the target culture, to cause any peril
which Bassnett has dealt in great detail (2002:23). She knows it to be a term in need
of explanation and proper cultural contextualization.
Mohammad Haadi in translating David Copperfield also adopts a very similar moodthat of the story teller rather than enjoying the deed. The pace is hurried and uses the
procedure of Culture Filter (House, 2006:349) to a great extent, but with many a
slips.
Haadi gives a beautiful description of Peggoty “Peggoty khub moti taazi sehatwar
aurat thi. Uske rukhsaare aur bahen aise sakht aur surkh surkh the ki main taajub
karta tha ke hamare bagheeche ki chidiyan bajae sebon ke un per kyon nahin thonge
marti thein…” (SMH:06), but it seems he ran out of steam when it comes to other
characters‟ presentation. It sounds odd when D. Copperfield is made to say about his
mother as “meri jawaan maan/my young mother” and young David is addressed as
“naujuwaan David” always.
Haadi‟s translation at times, reads gendered. His praise for female characters go to the
level of exoticisation and exaggeration which was the usual way of presenting women
in his days perhaps. He seems unable to use simple or realistic Urdu expressions in
describing Dora, Agnes and others. While Dickens wrote about David‟s mother as a
„loving baby, … the simple baby” (DC:181), Haadi writes,”sone chandi ki bani hui
gul-andam maan/ my mother made of gold and silver, delicate”, love is replaced by
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“dil-o-jan se pasand karna/ to love by heart and life or soul” (SMH:48), the girl
(DC:268) becomes “gul-ru dosheeza/ flower like young girl” (SMH:66), the pretty
Agnes is described as “nihayat haseen-o-jamil shareefzadi aur sharmili ladki, nurm
matanat aur husn goya uske upar baras raha tha../ an extremely”, “woh sarapa naaz
thi” (SMH:59). Whereas, Emily is “nihayat haseen, jawan, noor ke saanche mein
dhali hui dosheeza” (SMH:46). However, it is remarkable that Haadi has little to say
about Dora, one of the most detailed female characters in the source text. He sums her
up in one phrase, “the hoor shamayil Dora”, whose charms make David a „moonstruck slave‟ (DC:399), and was too bewildering (409) for him. Haadi skips all those
lovely instances leading to their love-marriage and focuses on Dora‟s failure as an
efficient wife. He also ignores David‟s previous crushes and infatuation with other
girls like Miss Larkin keeping in mind perhaps, that such information could be
harmful for young readers. Haadi also ignores the not so lovely but very important
characters like Ms. Betsey, Ms. Murdstone, Julia, Mrs. Micawber, Dora‟s pet Jip and
others.
Haadi also softens the Emily-Steerforth episode under the pressure of cultural
baggage. Dickens writes of Emily as “gone” (DC:379) with somebody, her uncle Mr.
Peggoty says, “when my Emily took flight” (DC:609) as if by her own will. Haadi
carefully chooses the phrase of “Steerforth Emily ko uda le jaata hai” (SMH:67) and
refers to this act only once. The Indian society of those times found such things too
outrageous and aggressive to let their children be exposed to, the translator was well
aware of that.
While some characters die heartbroken in the original text like David Copperfield‟s
mother and even Oliver‟s mother, the words “unka dil toot gaya thaa aur who mar
gayi” sound unnatural in Haadi‟s translation. It could be said in other words also,
being a bit unfaithful perhaps, to give a better picture, like dying out of sorrow and
grief or “dukh seh-seh ker khatm ho gayin”.
However, Haadi‟s personal humour does surface unconsciously at times taking
benefit of his target language. He writes, “main is fikr mein that ke Dora per ab kis
tarah dore dalun…” (SMH:90)
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Another significant change found in these translations is that both the translators keep
shuffling their position as translator to that of narrator. Most of the times, they start
their chapters in continuity of the story but at times, they sum up the next stage or
comment. For eg. When David C. comes to know about Emily‟s traumatic experience
with Steerforth, the translator starts as if with a sigh of disappointment, “ab Emily ka
haal suniye jo mujhe Peggoty ki zabani maaloom hua…” (SMH:103), Mubeena also
shifts to passive narration at times, like Mr. Bumble‟s second entry is announced as
“Mr. Bumble is kahani mein dobara aate hain jab Oliver…” (MB:77). Bill Shakes‟
horrifying end is also presented formally in this way, “Scene Mr. Brownlow ke ghar
se ek Musmar godaam ki taraf badalta hai…” (MB:112), or “thus, the story reaches
its happy end” as OT is winded up.
However, both the translators at times become very conscious of their translating job
and tend to go for a literal manner. When they try to put forth the interrogative
sentences, they have followed the English syntactic pattern. “kya usne aisa nahin
kiya?(MB:101) kya unhon ne aisa nahin kaha? (102), Kya tum ne nahin suna?
(MB:107), kya main jaanta hoon? (SMH:110). Such expressions sound odd and out of
context when a passive narration is going on.
But in spite of all, Mubeena B and Syed Haadi deserve worthy appreciation for
undertaking this uphill task of taking up a new path, for bringing Dickens to the Urdu
readers in such lucid manner, giving a glimpse of an unknown English aspect of life.
They reinforce the fact that humanity survives in every kind of circumstances, that
good overcomes evil and light does appear after darkness.
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From gender performances to self-expression: A journey with the passengers in
Anita Nair’s Ladies Coupe

“Capabilities are clearly manifested only when they have been realized”
Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex

Abstract

Ladies Coupe, the novel written by Anita Nair which was published in 2001, travels through
the rails of compartmentalised female lives. After twelve years of being published and
translated into thirty languages, the novel still excels in the novelty of theme and illustration
of multi-layered/multi-structured women‟s issues that they face as marginalised beings,
irrespective of caste, class and age. There is no parallel Indian English fiction which narrates
exclusively the stories of six women, which are being told by themselves, so that a universal
connection

of

their

dilemmas

is

expressed

through

their

revelations.

This paper critically examines how „women‟ are being made, groomed, perpetuated as well
as controlled from being individuals and tries to explore their hidden possibilities as actors of
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change in the novel. Gender performances explained by Judith Butler in her book „Gender
trouble‟ and Betty Friedan‟s chapter „The problem that has no name‟ in her book „The
feminine mystique‟ are very much relevant and important in the analysis of female characters
in this novel. This paper travels through the tracks of Ladies Coupe to analyse how these
female characters are brought up in the conventional Indian society so as to maintain their
submissive roles as wives and mothers to balance patriarchy. Anita Nair not only portrays
these women discussing various life situations through their catharsis, but also develops them
as actors of change- of their own life and their fellow beings‟- and shows how their
destinations are unfolded in the journey, when their voices change from gender performances
to self-expression. The paper also discovers how an inexorable sisterhood is knit through
feeling of belongingness, understanding and empathy between the passengers in the Ladies
Coupe, when they become speakers and listeners of their own life and each other‟s. It also
focuses how far the writer‟s perspective especially as a woman, has been critical in creating
and relating the stories of six women, finely woven together to form a novel.

Main Paper

Gender performance and self-expression

The novel has mainly six women characters speaking their life story, from different class,
caste and age. Janaki, sixty years old, who has overcome „over-care‟ of her husband to find
friendly love in her marital life, Sheela, a fourteen year girl who has realised about life with
the passing away of her grandmother, Margaret Shanti, a passionate chemistry teacher and
once a passionate lover, who has proved what retaliation is, Prabha devi, a rich woman who
regained excitement in life from boredom through learning swimming herself, Marikolanthu,
poor and illiterate, whose zest for life was crushed by a rape at the age of eighteen, but coping
to live a life of herself and finally, the protagonist Akhilandeswari aka Akhila, a Brahmin
spinster in her forty in search of happiness and peace. As Vara Lakshmi rightly examines,
“…there is an evidence of progressive structure of „Maslow‟s pyramid of hierarchy of human
needs in the writer‟s intelligent selection of characters…” (67). When the author portrays the
life situations of these women, we could clearly see the degrees of adversities differing with
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different caste, class and age and the constant adversity which is created by what they have in
common; their gender.
Gender can be defined as the social institutionalisation of sex. It defines the roles and
responsibilities of each individual on the bases of their sex. Judith Butler explains in her book
„Gender trouble‟ that how gender is performed by individuals according to the social
construction. These performances have been stereotyped as compulsive gender behaviours
which further create gender indoctrination and gender imbalance. The whole idea of
patriarchy is built upon this imbalance:

In other words, acts, gestures, and desire produce the effect of an internal core or
substance, but produce this on the surface of the body, through the play of signifying
absences that suggest, but never reveal, the organizing principle of identity as a cause.
Such acts, gestures, enactments, generally construed, are performative in the sense
that the essence or identity that they otherwise purport to express are fabrications
manufactured and sustained through corporeal signs and other discursive means. That
the gendered body is performative suggests that it has no ontological status apart from
the various acts which constitute its reality. (Butler, 173)
Betty Friedan‟s book „The feminine mystique‟ and what she calls „The problem that has no
name‟ are also unavoidable while analysing this novel.

Women who suffer this problem, in whom this voice is stirring, have lived their whole
lives in the pursuit of feminine fulfillment. They are not career women (although
career women may have other problems); they are women whose greatest ambition
has been marriage and children. For the oldest of these women, these daughters of the
American middle class, no other dream was possible. The ones in their forties and
fifties who once had other dreams gave them up and threw themselves joyously into
life as housewives. For the youngest, the new wives and mothers, this was the only
dream. (Friedan, 22)
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Akhilandeswari has lived 45 years of her life fulfilling other‟s needs and desires. Childhood
onwards, she has been taught to behave like a Brahmin girl. Here, the caste and gender
oppress her together in contrast to a contemporary Brahmin man‟s condition who is doubly
privileged of being in a superior caste and superior gender in Indian society. As a carrier of
generations, social norms make it the duty of upper caste women to be chaste and docile to
maintain the purity of race. Every time, she has to ask permission to do whatever she wants to
do. Her mother used to show all kinds of biases towards her father and they all lived inferior
to him. Even though her mother brought up her as a good wife material, when her father died,
she was the only resort for their survival. Akhila took up her father‟s job and remained a
spinster to educate brothers and marry off sister, which in turn reveals the hypocrisy of
society where a spinster is not accepted otherwise. Even after mother‟s death, her siblings,
especially sister Padma took her for granted and Akhila realizes the need to find her own life
and happiness.
But Akhila is certain that she won‟t let her family use her any more. Look at me, she
would tell them. Look at me: I‟m the woman you think you know. I am the sister you
have wondered about. There is more to this Akka. For within me is a woman I have
discovered. (Nair, 270)
The author has beautifully narrated Akhila‟s mother and sister. They both wanted the security
that social norms offer at the cost of their freedom and choice of life, and Akhila grows up in
such a background. Akhila‟s mother starts understanding Akhila when widowed and becomes
more emotionally attached to her. On the other hand, gossiping and back stabbing are
Padma‟s modes of operation as she is jealous towards her earning sister‟s independence. She
retaliates with the boasting of her married life and motherhood.
Sheela‟s life changes when her grandmother starts living with her. Sheela is intimidated by
her to stay back at home rather than going out and playing with friends. She teaches her what
a woman should do and what not and explains stories that victimized girls of her age. She
explains:

Ammumma was a great one for manifestations of femininity. She appraised carefully
every new woman she saw and most of them were found wanting. „You call that a
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woman! A proper woman has a good head of hair and a chest full of breasts‟. And a
womb that blossomed readily. (Nair, 67)
These kinds of definitions of femininity, simply upon women‟s biology, that too from reliable
sources, perpetuate the message that the only essence of woman is her body. This
internalization perplexes a girl‟s identity, especially in her teenage and creates self-approval
of servitude, keeping her inferior to men throughout her life. Janaki is an old woman who
believes that a spinster life is incomplete with all her conventional attitudes, as she was
always adored by her husband, but on the other hand, she explains how her husband‟s overcaring nature made her weak and angry and how much she craved for serenity than anything
else

in

her

old

age.

Margaret married the man whom she fell in love with, but later she realized that he wanted
her to be an object of his expectations. He tried to control her body, mind and spirit and never
gave a space of her own. When she was about to lose life from her clutches through constant
neglect, humiliation and degradation, she decided to revenge the self-absorbed narcissist
husband by making him fat and less arrogant through the food she fed. For that, she
performed the role which he wanted out of her and flattered him throughout to make him lose
his vigor and bite. She could not break the relationships because of so many social constraints
and

her

baby

girl,

thus

she

did

the

last

trial

and

succeeded

in

it.

Prabha Devis‟s father was very rich and had four sons already, still he was disappointed with
a daughter‟s birth. Later on, he consoled himself thinking that she could be married off to a
richer family and expand his business. She was brought up to become a good bride even
though she was provided luxuries. One foreign trip after marriage makes a lot of changes in
her which was not wholeheartedly welcomed by her husband. But when a man tries to make
advantage of her, she chose to find shelter in the old submissive wife role to maintain herself.
When she turned forty, she started feeling emptiness in her life and decides to do something
for herself to bring back excitements in life. She learned swimming without any one‟s
knowledge

and

help,

and

this

brought

back

her

self-confidence.

Marikolanthu is the last woman who narrates her life, which in turn voices not only a female
suffocation, but also biting poverty, illiteracy and rural life. But it is very clear that she is the
only woman in the novel, who had surpassed the worst material as well as emotional
hindrances with a ray of hope and vigour to survive. She blatantly admits that she never loved
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her child who has born out of a rape and expresses how much she craved for education and
employment. Marikolanthu is a true feminist in this novel. She didn‟t want to inherit or
perform whatever a woman is told to behave by the society. She wanted a life of
independence and dignity and she was courageous enough to be herself, throughout her life.
It is through her story that the issues of rape, notions of virginity, motherhood,
heterosexuality and love are expressed in the novel from a victimised female perspective.
„A problem that has no name‟ starts with the gender biased life of every girl. Inequality in
every aspect and phase of life with the opposite gender, creates a certain kind of dilemma in
every woman‟s life between rationality and gender codes. A woman tends to follow the life
style which is created by the androcentric society and perpetuated through family,
educational institutions and religion. At a point of time, she understands it as injustice and
questions the rationality of these gender code of conducts. It would be difficult for her to
completely negate it overnight because of the insecurity that any risk would cover. The
women in „Ladies coupe‟ also go through similar situations. For Akhila, she was afraid to
marry a person whom she loved and could not control her sister‟s unnecessary indulge in her
life. When she was sure that she should stay away from all the parasites, she was constantly
doubtful whether a woman could remain both single and happy. This anxiety was an
aftermath of her „social approval‟ concerns and this ruled her for forty five years of life
preventing from leading an active and colourful life of her own. Even during the journey, her
interest

towards

the

life

of

others

was

regarding

this

confusion.

Janaki confronts a trouble like this during her menopause. She became very sensitive and
short tempered suffocated by the need for her own space. She even gets irritated by her
husband‟s protection and later realizes their friendship-love. Sheela is too young to find out
her aspirations, but hints notions of femininity from grandmother whom she loved a lot.
Margaret and Prabha Devi find life boring and fruitless in their marriage. They were not
getting companionship from partners and leading a submissive wife role. Marikolanthu, turns
into an emotionless human after delivering her child. Her anger and contempt transforms into
despair and then numbness, carried away by a number of labours she put herself into.
This „problem‟ bonds a connection between these women because of the universality of its
nature, cutting across the differences they have. The writer details it as:
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There was a silence in the coupe. For a moment, Akhila had thought they had
established a connection. Foetuses jostling within the walls of a womb, drawing
sustenance from each other‟s lives, aided by the darkness outside and the fact that
what was shared within the walls wouldn‟t go beyond this night or the contained
space. (Nair, 22)

The writer brilliantly chose the ladies coupe as the podium to explore the life of various
women and debate on the question which confused Akhila, or may be, any other woman of
her circumstances. It becomes a moment of self-analysis for every other women in the coupe
and the novel didn‟t reveal the solution to the readers till the end. But, in fact, it works as a
catalyst for every individual, of any gender, to find their own solutions. By creating a bond
between the women, the writer envisions a universal sisterhood that could work wonders on
the existing unjust society. Even though Nair does not identify herself essentially as a
feminist, the elements of her perspective on freedom and empowerment of women are quite
positive in this novel. As the review points out:

"Ladies Coupe" is an attempt to study traditional, social relationships and roles and
put them in their right perspective. She even makes a departure and talks of love
between women, arising out of an unfulfilled need to be cared for and understood. No
relationship can work-even between women-unless there is mutual sensitivity and
respect for needs.
(Singh)

Conclusion
Every woman‟s life in this story transforms at a point when she realises that the „inevitable‟
security from the male counterpart which the society promises, is a mirage. This realisation
becomes crucial in their decision to choose and explore life orientations themselves, in the
prevailing discouraging society. Knowing one‟s own desires, aims, strength and weakness are
the base of empowerment. Female empowerment is often denied by the social refuse of
choice and freedom to them. Patriarchy has done much harm to men‟s self-actualisation also.
They are also forced to perform their gender by creating a make-belief of their needs and
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necessities, usually threatened by the possibility of limiting their privileges as the superior
gender. Therefore they are manipulated to control women to maintain them as an under
privileged gender. This is the base of dependence created in women, in the form of protection
of a male counterpart, often misrepresented as the duty of the man and the right of the
woman. It is cultivated in the woman‟s psyche right from the beginning in a romantic as well
as ritualistic way so that whenever she thinks of space, it is negated with elements of guilt
and shame. This dependence makes marriage and motherhood mandatory and primary in
woman‟s life, which in many cases, hinder her education, employment and career which
further multiply the social and emotional dependence to economic and rational as well. This
creates so many dilemmas throughout women‟s life, as the system around her is completely
illogical, but widely accepted. The system maintains oppression by proclaiming unhappy and
unsuccessful marriages as women‟s fault. The same system corners women if she does not
marry or deliver a child and if the husband dies or her giving birth to a female child. So, in
each

and

every

part

of

life,

women

remain

option-less.

Ladies Coupe is very relevant in this background, as it offers a journey to every individual
from and to themselves to find out the possible solutions for all the questions they have. All
women in the novel are inside the structure of family, three of them married and the other
three single. Akhila encounters over protection as well as neglect as problems. She could
relate even to a lower class-rape victim-single mother, as the problems they suffer root from
the same patriarchal system. Even the fourteen year old Sheela contributes to Akhila‟s search
for an answer. Women can empathise more with the depth of characters, therefore it gives
them a little more push. The novel is non-linear in nature as far as Akhila‟s story is
concerned, as it is told in fragments in between the stories of other women. As the stories of
other women work as catalyst for Akhila‟s story, the whole book works as catalyst for the
reader. The writer as a woman has contributed a lot to this knowingly or unknowingly, with
the creation and portrayal of characters and their life events. When Akhila seeks to find out
„Can a woman stay single and happy, or does a woman need a man to feel complete?‟ it
becomes a revelation of herself and her identity as an individual. The novel ends with the
beginning of Akhila‟s new life, which dawns to the new horizon of women on the move and
her collectivity.
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Solo Performances by Women in Indian Theatre: Subjectivising Struggle via
Reconstructed Textuality

Within the paradigm of theatre, the interaction between literature and performance
has implications both for the notion of textuality as well as for the dramatisation of
subjectivity. The manner in which a performance unfolds, is affected by its adherence to
its source text. The pace and rhythm of the performance is in accordance with the
compact or flexible nature of the source text. In turn, the tempo and form of the
performance produce an impact upon the representation of character.
Working within this framework, this paper intends to analyse how women‘s solo
performances in Indian theatre challenge the notion of a strictly literary textual basis of a
performance. Beginning with a general overview of the developments with respect to
this trend in theatre and performance studies, the discussion shall particularise the
situation of women as performers in Indian theatre and discuss how the prejudice against
them has had a bearing on their use of ‗texts‘ for theatrical performances. From this, the
focus shall converge upon two experimental solo performances by women: Usha
Ganguli‘s Antaryatra and Maya Rao‘s The Job. The understanding of their gender
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locationality shall be used to show how these performers/directors reassess the notion of
textuality in performance both for formal and ideological purposes.

Performance, Performativity and Textuality: Tracing the Debate
Postmodern moves in performance studies have foregrounded notions of subjectivity,
agency and identity. Since the 1970s, the scope of performance has been expanded
through works like those by Richard Schechner1 to include cultural performances,
rituals, sports and daily life activities within the ambit of performance. This has provided
clues to locate human demeanour in behavioural codes and has also aided the differential
understanding of cultures and histories. Investing this expansive view of performance
with political and social resonances, theories of performance align it with ideas of class,
caste, gender and race, analysing how identities formulated through these frameworks
are constructs and are therefore performative and affective.
Hence, along with the turn towards seeing performance as performativity-centric (in
terms of theatre), it is also being increasingly seen as a means of exposing the
constructedness of the subject. The focus has shifted to the showcasing of marginalized
and suppressed voices. This is being approached primarily through the medium of the
body which is developing into a site of resistance and struggle. The body becomes a
trope in itself as it enacts the drama of the self‘s release through a political contestation
with hegemonic institutions. The body serves as an important signifier of ideological
baggages. Performance serves the purpose of un-marking it and resignifying via it by
shedding its debilitating representations. A lot of premium is thus being placed on the
codes that the body of the actor is able to transmit through gestural communication.
Instead of merely looking for the actor‘s ability to ‗reproduce‘ the character from the
script, the actor has to be conceived in the act of ‗creating‘ character.

1

‗Performance and the Social Sciences: Introduction‘ (1973), ‗what is Performance Studies Anyway?‘
(1998) and Performance Studies: An Introduction (2006) are the works where Schechner deals with this
discussion.
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In line with these developments, there has been another significant move in performance
studies, which is the rejection of conventional dramatic performances by virtue of their
being limited in potential. This limitation is attributed to the fact of their abiding by the
prescriptive dictates of a playwright or a literary text (drama). Such performances have
been seen as derivative, static and a detriment to the actor‘s growth because of being
predicated upon the playwright‘s text. The trend has been to study performance as
opposed to conventional theatre. In her introduction to Performance and Cultural
Politics (1996), Elin Diamond notes that performance is now ―honoured with
dismantling textual authority, illusionism and the canonical actor‖. (3). Likewise, in their
introduction to Performativity and Performance (1995), Andrew Parker and Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick define conventional theatre as ―hollow‖ because it merely cites the
scripted dramatic text. It is entirely dependent upon this text, having no existence
independent of it. Traditional theatre thus becomes a discouraging encumbrance to the
spectator‘s participation and therefore non-productive as a performative art. Hence the
move has been in favour of non-scripted, non-dramatic performances.
Having traversed the scene encompassed by the concept of performance and its
relation to literary textuality, one can now move on to a discussion of the trajectory of
women performers in Indian theatre, to be able to analyse how their orientation towards
textuality and performance is influenced by this trajectory.

Women as Performers in Indian Theatre: The Silencing Act
In Indian society, great significance is attached to what tradition dictates to both the
genders. This has mostly served to perpetuate a rhetoric of suppression against women.
The inscription of women in familial roles has forced them to subscribe to the idea of a
‗collective‘ existence divorced from ‗individuality‘. 2 This relegates to women the sphere
of the ‗home‘ rather than the ‗world‘. Thus, the roles assigned to both the sexes have
been rigid and any divergence from them (like women‘s entry into the public forum of
theatre) has been considered untowardly.
2

Amal Allana, in ‗Gender Relations and Self-Identity‘, analyses the almost schizophrenic split experienced
by women in India in conforming to the multiplicity of identities thrust upon them.
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Nandi Bhatia analyses an important angle of this marginalisation in Performing
Women/Performing Womanhood (2010) where she discusses the status traditionally
accorded to women as performers in Indian theatre. She points out that studies like Lata
Singh‘s Play-House of Power: Theatre in Colonial India (2009) reveal that in the late
nineteenth century, when actresses began appearing on stage, they were equated with
prostitutes

because

their ‗roles‘ did

not fit into

the middle-class notions of

‗respectability‘ and ‗morality‘ prevalent at that time.
Before the nineteenth century, women were hardly ever allowed to set foot on stage.
Theatre companies like The New Alfred Theatrical Company, which excluded actresses,
employed male actors for female roles. These actors were neither able to physically
embody the bodily presence of female actresses on stage and nor were they able to
reflect upon the actual position of women in the society. This limited the way women
were represented in these performances and gave only nominal outlet to their creative
energies. Even when women started appearing on stage, 3 they were maligned as immoral
in the role of performers. Their gender circumscribed their field of action within
domesticity and so their appearance on stage was viewed as unreligious conduct, which,
however, only served to thwart their potential.
Apart from this, texts written by male playwrights have mostly created stereotypes in
the form of women characters. Playing such muted roles has amounted to a mere
compromise for women. Hence, women performers in Indian theatre have faced a history
of silencing which has necessitated the need for them to act without mediation and
prescription. The subversion in performance through the solo performances by these
women is thus both an octant (for self-exploration) and a reoctant (against male
hegemony in theatre).

The next section shall take these arguments forward by discussing how this de-voicing
has altered the notion of textuality for women in Indian theatre.
3

Latifa Begum, Amir Jan, Moti Jan and Binodini Dasi (apart from some English actresses who acted since
the late eighteenth century) are some of the prominent women who started acting for the stage in the late
nineteenth century.
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Experiments with Textuality in Women’s Theatre in India: Unstitching the
Scripted Text and Reinscribing the Body
In the introduction to Staging Resistance (2005), Tutun Mukherjee points out that in
the pre-colonial period, traditional folk performances were in vogue and they were
mainly oral in nature. Women were an intrinsic part of such performances. The realm of
orality and non-literary performances has thus been the natural forte of women
performers in India. Thus, when modern women theatre practitioners turn to this zone
for expression, it becomes more than a generic tool. It serves to showcase the
intangibility of subjectivity and acts as a release from artificial inscription.
Textual experiments by women in Indian theatre have been manifold, and deal with
the creation of alternative textual forms which involve both ideological rewritings of preexisting texts as well formal transformations leading to additional and parallel visual and
performative narratives. Text, thus does not remain wordy, but also becomes imageoriented and alive. Such innovative textual trends are discussed by Aparna Dharwadker
in ‗Women, Authorship and Contemporary Indian Theatre‘:
[We] need a conceptual shift from the category of author to that of ―auteur‖, ―performer‖ or
―collaborator‖, in order to give due recognition to the distinctive and important ―texts‖
women writers have been producing for urban Indian theatre for three decades. Taking into
account some fundamental differences between Indian men and women as theatre
professionals, we need to rethink our notions of how and where plays originate ... The
dominant post-independence models of male authorship are all more or less dependent on a
circulatable text fixed by the medium of print ... (14).

This explains how the traditional notion of literary authorship in theatre is being
surpassed by women both for introducing a different politics into the gender divide that
has inevitably shaped the dynamics of many a texts in Indian theatre as well as to
harness the vibrant audio-visual medium of theatre to create in performance an
expression that breaks the bounds of play as literature.
Rewritten texts by women with a difference in focus, ideology and perspectival
balance, abound in Indian theatre. Tripurari Sharma‘s adaptation of Mohan Rakesh‘s
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Chowdhury‘s Yerma, Fida and Madwoman (adaptations of Lorca‘s, Racine‘s and
Giraudoux‘s plays respectively) are also reorganised in focus and provide space for the
development of women characters. Yerma explores the protagonist Yerma‘s longing for
a child and her sexual desire, situating it within the matrix of her husband‘s as well as
the society‘s prescriptions. In addition to this fresh alignment of the source text, the
performative focus in Yerma lends it a multiplicity in terms of narrative and proclaims its
existence independent of the written authority. Yerma‘s desires are encoded in gestures
like her pouring water over her body and adorning herself amidst music and singing. Her
swirling movements while dancing at the end of which she falls and declares that she
does not love her husband, become expressive of her struggle and liberation.
Anuradha Kapur, a renowned theatre director and scholar, elaborates upon such
developments in an interview with Lakshmi Subramanyam:
One could devise an entire text like Maya Rao or one could take a text as a germ and then
devise on it as Anamika Haksar, Neelam Man Singh, Kirti Jain and my work style show.
Breaking the hold of the play script is a concern which runs across ... [Performance] is at the
very heart of the structure ... [The] word is only one aspect of meaning making, and, it is not
the aspect of meaning making. (242-43).

Kapur‘s adaptations of Rabindranath Tagore‘s works like Gora and Ghare Baire,
Sophocles‘ Antigone, Mohammed Hadi Ruswa‘s Umrao Jan Ada and Brecht‘s The Job
can be seen in a similar light, with textual revisions ranging from a subversion of the
nation‘s narrative to questioning the coherence of gendered subjectivity. Another
interesting textual experiment by Kapur is the performance Sundari: An Actor Prepares
which is based on the autobiography of the well-known female impersonator of Indian
theatre of the early 1990s, Jaishankar Sundari. Kirti Jain‘s production Aur Kitne Tukde
based on Urvashi Butalia‘s The Other Side of Silence which was a documentation of
women‘s experiences during India‘s partition, is another case in point.
Moreover, Man Singh Chowdhury‘s and Kapur‘s productions resist textual authority
in yet another way. Apart from drawing upon Punjabi folk traditions and oral culture,
Man Singh Chowdhury evolves scripts in collaboration with the Punjabi poet Surjit
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Singh Puttar. Likewise, the scripts for many of Kapur‘s productions are transcreations by
Geetanjali Shree, a Hindi novelist, and the performances embody a multiplicity of
musical and visual texts. Such collective incorporation and presentation of ideas forges
together an articulation in performance far removed from the confines of the literary,
singularly authored text. Thus, innovations in the textual basis of women‘s performances
are in the nature of generic and disciplinary cross-overs and thrive through relegating a
primary position to the oral gestus rather than to the preconceived word. In solo
performances, these textual liberties get manifested with even greater force as the focus
converges upon a single performer. The following discussion shall make this clearer.

Solo Performances by Women in Indian Theatre: Negotiation of the Oral/Literary
Divide in Usha Ganguli’s Antaryatra and Maya Rao’s The Job
Women‘s solo performances in Indian theatre have, like the above discussed works,
gone beyond the stereotypical literary play basis. Usha Ganguli‘s solo performance
Antaryatra and Maya Rao‘s solo performance The Job are texts evolved solely for
performance, not for the purpose of reading, which ensures their survival and reception
in the form of ‗performance-texts‘ and not as literary texts.
In Antaryatra4 , Ganguli traces her growth as a stage actress and as an individual:
―From Nora to Anima di—how I had grown! And I went on growing and absorbing life
around me.‖ (75). Her life story thus becomes the script for this performance. It includes
speeches from various characters that she has played in the past. This solo performance
is therefore, a performance of her performances. It comprises of a multiplicity of texts
and defies the patriarchal notion of authority in a text. These multiples are both texts for
women and by women: Munia (Nora from Ibsen‘s Doll’s House), Bimala (from Tagore‘s
Ghare Baire), the mother (from Brecht‘s Mother Courage), Reema (from Mahasweta
Devi‘s Mukti), Shanichari (from Devi‘s Rudali) — these are characters from maleauthored texts revised by Ganguli‘s adaptations as well as characters from texts authored
4

All quotations from this performance are from its script appearing in English translation in Tutun
Mukherjee‘s anthology Staging Resistance and the analysis of its audio-visual import is based on the video
of the performance accessed from the video library of Sangeet Natak Akademi, Delhi.
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by women. By assembling these characters for the specific purpose of voicing women‘s
consciousness, Ganguli gives them a new existence in the form of de-texted characters.
This ‗collective scripting‘ is also comparable to the ―cooperative working processes‖
emphasised upon by Kapur and Man Singh Chowdhury. Antaryatra is even more
expansive in that it is not just the revision of one text, but includes snippets from several
performances of women‘s roles played by Ganguli. In so doing, it defies the notion of
teleology and plot constraints in a conventional play-text because it does not have a
chronology-driven story. Antaryatra becomes a meta-performance or a meta-text. But
this self-reflexivity does not hint towards a parasitic or predicated textuality. Rather, it
shows the liveness of the text, making it palpable and real, as the performing woman
demonstrates her experience in stage-acting.
The characters compiled for the performance refuse to retain the conventional
rounded nature ascribed to them through a written text. The emphasis on their
provisionality and ability to merge into one another bespeaks the immediacy of the
expression which they are a part of, which subverts the hold of a readymade script.
These characters have survived and emerged from other texts and finally become a part
of the performance. They are therefore trans-textual characters and inhabit an extraliterary terrain: ―Bina from Rangakarmee‘s first play Parichay, The Introduction. She
was Beethi in Jakhan Eka, When Alone, and Betty Brant in Roots.‖ (71).
The narration moves on to describe the role that theatre artists Keya Chakraborty and
Tripti have played in initiating Ganguli into theatre. Literary characters lead on to and
merge with real persons; shattering any illusion of the performance being passively
based on works of literature. This provides for a communitarian text-making. In a way,
the performance serves as a ‗collective conscious‘. Through memory, the performer
mentally forms a community of various women who have contributed to the forging of
her personality. Hence, it is a performance of the mindscape where the bond with these
women is woven to form a canvas.
In fact, the narration by the performer goes on to comment on the art of theatre and
the very process of the formation of this performance: ―Theatre creates its language ...
Tripti di created that language for us ... I had adapted Doll’s House. Nora had become
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Munia. I was doing Munia‘s role. I was the actor and she was the character. We were
joined with a thread.‖ (73). Through this, the spectator too gets drawn into the act of the
creation of this performance which ceases to exist as a readymade consumable product.
The emphasis is on how her role as performer is not to be understood through the
playscript but rather through her identification with the character as well as through her
ability to manifest this identification.
All the women characters performed in Antaryatra are rebellious, self-exploring
women who refuse to be contained in neat categories and definitions. They step out of
the frameworks created for them and adopt an independent direction for their lives. It is
the same streak that the performer highlights about herself too. Her narration after
‗Munia‘s‘ performance states:
I distinctly remember the absolute silence in the auditorium when I rubbed off the sindoor
from the parting of my hair ... Once an elderly gentleman remarked, ‗This Usha Ganguli will
spoil all the women with her drama.‘ ... But after all these years when I see so many young
girls joining our troupe, I feel that maybe a new path has opened for them. (74).

In the Indian milieu, the sindoor signifies the sanctimonious tie of the woman to her
husband and to her marital bond. Rubbing it off poses a scandal for the society and is
thus a gesture that (like a gestus) encodes her defiance and her language of protest.
Another connotation implied in this narration is that while real life women flow into the
performance, this is how the performance flows out into real life. These characters and
gestures ‗exceed‘ the narrow notion of a text and the performance thus exists as a
continuum; both through precedent and succession or an afterlife.
The different women characters are, in a way, the performer‘s different selves: ―Bina,
Munia, the two Mothers...all these roles have shaped my consciousness and have
introduced me to deeper dimensions of knowledge.‖ (82). Enacting these different
women‘s roles, she simultaneously distributes and conglomerates these selves to perform
the constitution and making of her identity as a woman and a theatre practitioner.
Transitioning from one role to another – and in the process, commenting on them –
encapsulates the engendering of the self and the text is to be located in this role-playing
move. This incessant transformation lends the performance a re-creative touch at every
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level. Also, one actress performing multiple roles establishes the significance of the
individuality of identity for a woman; as opposed to the communitarian traditional
ritualistic performances in India.
Ganguli goes on to describe how her performances have been altered by spectatorial
intervention, when she narrates a performance in Burdwan where the audience
comprised of Santhal women. The denouement of the performance gets altered when she
is unable to ―commit suicide‖ at the end because these women stare at her, ―forcing life‖
on her. This is not just reflective of how each of her performances is unique and
irreproducible, but also on how they have been open and receptive. These Santhal
women as spectators become the catalysts, bringing out latent elements in the text.
The performance of Bimala‘s part from Tagore‘s Ghare Baire singles out Bimala‘s
perception on her situation. Bimala has become a character larger than the patriarchal
text and its assigned role for this woman. She has escaped the command of this text and
emerges as an aporia, the unappropriatable element that cannot be translated according
to patriarchal parameters. She cannot be written via coercion so she must be performed
in order to give lease to her mobile creative energy. She cannot be made to speak, so she
speaks for herself. The character has thus become the text – the text in motion.
The concluding part of this performance is the enactment of Mrinal‘s role from
Tagore‘s Streer Patra, and her words are an assertion of her breaking free from cloisters.
The end is thus not a definitive pronouncement but rather like a disappearing passage. It
becomes invisible to us as audience but suggests the possibility of continuation
elsewhere. This is after all, how it had to be; since it is an ‗Antaryatra‘, a journey of selfdiscovery which is always renewing. This becomes a metaphor for the textuality of this
performance, which has undergone a metamorphosis into an unbordered state.
The targeted reception of this performance is to be understood in a dual mode. One
kind of audience is the general Indian theatre audience for whom the role and
significance of women as performers in Indian theatre is reinstated. Thus, women‘s
embeddedness in male theatricality is being rewritten. At another level, the audience for
this performance is also the performer herself who has to cite her theatrework to herself
for her own belief and self-confidence. Since this is a journey within oneself, one of its
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crucial functions is that of self-knowledge. Hence it becomes a theatre of the self, where
validation of authenticity from or reference to a written literariness is no longer relevant.
Instead, the performance is an outcome of what has orally survived in terms of memory
of the performer‘s contribution to theatre, of her struggle and of her being. The
performance is approached through the written text, but not merely due to it. Hence, it
cannot be seen as derivative or annotatively conjoined with its literary counterpart.
In addition, the performative force is heightened by the minimalistic use of props.
Behind the performer, the geometric figures of a circle, triangle and square are
positioned, on which dupattas are hung. As the performer speaks and moves around
these she keeps donning the dupattas on, metaphorically signifying the wearing,
shedding and transitioning between identities. This gesture becomes the visual projection
of her consciousness of the trajectory of her life as she imbibed inspiration and moved
on, making it a part of her personality. The geometric figures do not recreate the physical
surroundings of any of the characters that she invokes and plays. They merely signify the
abstraction of the space around her, in which multiple geographies and historical
timeframes coalesce and coordinate.

Antaryatra thus stages the woman performer as a

subject in the process of formation. Identity is no longer seen as apriori but as rooted in
materiality and the demonstration of its formation is actually the depiction of how these
women performers fashion it in a gesture of self-possession.
Maya Rao‘s solo performance The Job is based on Brecht‘s The Job. This is a third
world woman‘s take on a first world male author‘s text. It represents not just an eclectic
and adaptive approach for the ‗text‘ of the performance, but also the acute sensitivity
these performers have towards their positionality vis-a-vis gender, authorship and
politics. There is also a text running parallel to this text which informs and complements
this text, as well as maintains its independent zone of non-literary existence. This
performative text is embodied in the body of the performer which continuously sends
forth movements that portray the performer‘s self-awareness and self-command.
The story being related is that of a family in First World War Germany where the
man dies and his wife takes up his job as night watchman in a man‘s garb. It traces the
difficulties that the woman faces in the role of a man. The impossibility of the
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accommodation of such gender transgression by social norms, is the drama that is being
narrated. The irony is that a woman can survive in a ‗man‘s job‘ only by posing as a
man. The arbitrary and debilitating nature of gender norms is thus being put to question.
Conscious of the social non-acceptance of her position, the woman feels alienated
from her ‗masculine‘ role and experiences an estrangement in identity which is reflected
by her words: ―When was she mom, when was she papa?‖, ―What is it like to be a
woman in a man‘s clothes?‖ and ―It takes more to be a man‖. Struggle from authoritative
inscription is, here, dual. It is a performance within the rubric of theatre, wherein it
strives to break free from the confinement of a textual script by relying on a free-flowing
narrative. It is also, however, suggestive of the performance of identity; more
specifically, gender identity. In taking up a ‗man‘s job‘ the woman attempts to perform
the masculine gender. But of greater significance is the fact that her performance is also
a refusal to perform the feminine gender. Performance in this sense is also nonconformance. Hence, theatrical performativity merges with the performativity of identity
and this conjunction echoes the freedom from inhibitive textuality.
However, the woman‘s trespass does not go unpunished. On her meeting with an
accident, her lie is discovered and she loses her job. Not only this, she is also taken into
police custody because her posing as a man was a defiance of law. However, she does
succeed in exposing the fragility of patriarchal discursivity. The text of this hegemonic
discourse is read and performed against the grain, as the concluding lines describe that
she continues to fight for her job while in custody, even though without success.
But apart from the thematic articulation of freedom from discursive texts, the novelty
of the performance lies in the construction of the parallel performative text through the
performer‘s body. Maya Rao is a trained Kathakali dancer and this training comes in
handy for this purpose. The story is not enacted, with different actors playing the parts of
the individual characters. The plot does not unfold through the creation of scenes or
stagecraft. Rather, it is Maya Rao performing, who narrates the entire story. As such, the
focus is on her body movements and gestures. The real action is happening through the
body of the woman performer. Through this she is somehow accepting, acknowledging
and demonstrating her ownership of her body.
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This parallelity undercuts the idea of a scripted drama that is framed by textual
command. As Helene Cixous puts it in ‗The Laugh of the Medusa‘, ―Women must write
their bodies‖. Rao ―writes her body‖ into this performance, making it the zone of
contestation. She is seen in many such gestures: cleaning her body with water, moving in
geometric patterns over clothes lying on the stage, lying on her back and exercising,
lying under a table and moving a torch over her body while the stage turns dark,
kneading dough, and so on. These moves can be seen as accompaniments to the
narration because they demonstrate her achieving and exercising her command over her
body. Some of these are domestic images but they are to be understood more as selfcontrol than a fitting into tradition.
The idea of the negotiation of gender identity is also understood through the body.
The woman argues with herself that in order to pass off as a man, she would take a bit of
her flesh from her belly and put it the back of her neck, but what would she do with her
hands? Towards the end she again says, ―What a life for a woman to sit with legs apart,
with a tankard of beer.‖ The confrontation with one‘s identity is, therefore, done through
an identification with the body. It is this body that throughout assumes the position of the
text and it is here that the enactment of the formation of subjectivity is played out. The
concluding gesture is of significant import in this respect as it shows the tearing off of a
poster of her face into two halves along with the unzipping of a man‘s trousers. This
image conveys the bifurcation of the individual‘s identity, questioning any pretentious
regarding its wholeness, and also the donning off of the male garb (represented by the
trousers). Socio-cultural practices that establish gender, here become the text, a text that
is being put to rigorous scrutiny and deconstruction. Motion and flux in the performance
in are seen as freeing identity from totalitarian power-regimes.
The performer‘s body is no longer the male-fetishized icon5 but rather the text itself,
which acts as an uncontainable resignification. The ‗performance-text‘ has a different
language— that of movement and the bodyscape. Signs are defined not by associative
interpretations, but through absence of normative codes. Space is understood through the

5

Laura Mulvey‘s ‗Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema‘ (1975), exposes the manner in which male gaze
views performing women as objects of sexual stimulation.
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bare stark backdrop and minimal props. This captures the mindscape of the performer
and manifests its transitions. It exteriorizes the interiority of the psychology. One might
go on to argue (along lines similar to those of Umberto Eco with respect to cinema6 ) that
these performances embody an articulation that works along multiple levels. This is
rendered possible because of the ability of the performative code to harness the
interaction occurring simultaneously between varied planes of time and space.
The narrative of these performance-texts lies only as a potential in the script. It is
realised in a kinetic, potent form only in the vocalisation accorded to it by the performer
who embodies the personas of the actor/writer/ director in her. The performer is not
merely acting, but also narrating. This is a postmodern move towards freedom form
patriarchal grand narratives by reforming the very idea of narrativisation. It introduces
the possibility of disruption in the linearity of traditional textual narration. The actor-asnarrator has also ‗become‘ the narrative, and this narrative is one of historicity as it
traces the historical growth of the female performer.
The renewed text takes the dominance of the written text away, according centrality
to performance. In other words, the performance does not exactly ‗replace‘ but
‗becomes‘ the text itself. The process is a complex negotiation between the written and
the performance-text. The orality of the performance is what helps the meaning of the
words to materialize. If the incidentality of the written text can be seen as an
overstatement, the fact of its dormancy without the performance gets certainly
established. In the zone of negotiation, the performance-text gains ascendancy. Hence,
when one states that the performance ‗becomes‘ the text, the implication is that it
appears as a reconfigured text with additional hermeneutics. It embodies a system of
semiotics which can only be understood in the performative mode, not the literary.
Working along lines similar to Barthesian (and later Foucauldian) notions on the
death of the author, these performers too modify the concept of authoring via a
reformation of textuality. The power of expression and struggle is here embodied in
performativity – the ‗author‘-ity of the text dispersing and diffusing itself in that zone
where the loosely scripted text translates into a fluid, liberating performance, the visual,
6

See Umberto Eco, ‗Articulations of the Cinematic Code‘ (1976).
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aural and multidimensional con-text. The formation and enactment of the performance is
simultaneous. It seems to be one process, and the term ‗process‘ becomes important for
reasons more than one because it implies that this performance-text is ongoing. It is
never a conclusive arrival.
Such performances alter the history of performance modes in Indian theatre which are
subjected to a historiographic revisioning. They are the reconstructions of deconstructed
hegemonic texts and are thus both intertextual and transtextual. Struggle here occurs as a
performative reclamation of the hitherto denied space. The performance is the ritualistic
statement of the right to be. If performance is understood as a repetitive act meant for
socio-cultural contexts to establish identity, then the solo performances by these women
can be seen as reformatory acts that repeat, but with a difference; thereby unseaming the
joints of the gendered theatre discourse that circumscribes their sphere of enactment.
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Vocal politics in Tagore’s dance drama, Chitrangada

Abstract
A dance drama being an audio-visual performance, usually appeals
more to the visual perception than the auditory. This often results in an
(unintentional, possibly) overlooking of the politics of the vocal rendition of
songs in a musical play, which nevertheless, play their own significant roles
throughout the performance. This paper attempts to politicize the voice
modulations made by the lead singer/singers in the stage productions of
Tagore‟s Chitrangada, and problematize the choice that the directors make
in employing either two separate voices for the roles of Kurupa and Surupa
or using a single voice for both the roles. This politics of representation in
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the choice of a single voice or two separate voices threaten to make the
protagonist vulnerable to a split personality. The paper aims to explore the
possible crises of identity that the character of Chitrangada may undergo if
two separate voices are used for singing the parts of Surupa and Kurupa, and
whether those splits in personality prove to be disempowering to the
character or, conversely, serve to empower it. Moreover, when a single
voice is used to sing for both Surupa and Kurupa, the voice modulations
made by the singer problematize greatly the same issue of identity, for if
Surupa is only an external transformation of Chitrangada, the singer must
externalize the transformation by assuming a deliberate artificiality in the
voice during the rendition of the songs of Surupa. Also allied to the issue is
the role of the director in the stage productions of Chitrangada. The politics
of personal bias, that of playing popular, and those of economical concerns
involved in the choice of singer/singers often play their role in manipulating
the director‟s decision in the favour of using a single voice to emote both the
parts or using two separate voices. This paper intends to look into the
combined politics of the director and the singer/singers that allow for
different interpretations and audience receptions, and which affects the total
impression of the play.
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Main Paper
A dance drama being an audio-visual performance, usually appeals more to the visual
perception than the auditory. This often results in an (unintentional, possibly) overlooking of the
politics of the vocal rendition of songs in a musical play, which nevertheless, play their own
significant roles throughout the performance. This paper attempts to politicize the voice
modulations made by the lead singer/singers in the stage productions of Tagore‟s Chitrangada,
and problematize the choice that the directors and/or producers make in employing either two
separate voices for the roles of Kurupa and Surupa or using a single voice for both the roles. This,
of course, applies to the choice of a single dancer or two separate dancers for the same purpose as
well, but this has deliberately been kept out of the scope of this paper to focus exclusively on the
vocal politics.
Chitrangada, the warrior princess, as Tagore‟s eponymous drama depicts, had been brought up
like a prince and trained in archery, warfare and statecraft. No wonder, these „manly‟ exercises made
her braver and bolder than other women who were her contemporaries and who had been brought up
unlike her, in a way then thought to be suitable for princesses. But the assumption that this had also
led her to lose the quintessential woman within her would perhaps be taking things too far. And to
assume also that this would have made her woman‟s voice „manly‟ would be taking things even
farther. Although stereotypical representations of womanly behaviour often classify the high-pitched
voice as more feminine than a deep and heavy voice, Chitrangada‟s „manly‟ upbringing could not
possibly have changed the texture or tone of her voice and made it heavier or lighter than it
inherently was. Neither could a manly baritone or a womanly high-pitched voice have possibly made
Chitrangada more or less „manly‟ or „womanly‟ than her nature and nurture made her. Irrespective of
the texture of her voice, Chitrangada would definitely have retained her innate femininity as well as
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her acquired „masculinity‟ that her upbringing gave her. This duality within her is what Tagore
celebrates in his heroine who is “a woman in her motherly love, and a man in her valour”1 , according
to one of her subject‟s proud description of his princess. But the duality need not be made manifest
through two separate voices. In fact, the duality would ideally be manifested by retaining a single
voice for the parts of both Kurupa and Surupa so as to underline the fact that her twin identities are
contained within herself, that duality is the essence of her character, and that therein lies her
strength. Also, retaining the same voice would further establish that she is constant even in her
duality. Why then, do most stage productions of the dance drama employ two different voices to sing
for Chitrangada as Kurupa and Chitrangada as Surupa (with the one singing for Kurupa having a
heavier voice than the one singing for Surupa)? Kurupa and Surupa are, after all, the same
individual. Chitrangada, it may be said, deliberately experiments with the idea of playing Surupa for
some time to seduce Arjuna, and may be, even finds her alter ego in her Surupa avatar but she soon
realizes that it is all „maya‟. “The woman attired in the garb of falsehood will discard the veil of
illusion”2 , says Chitrangada upon her realization, and asks Lord Madana to cast off her façade
towards the close of the play (“Grant me respite by destroying this web of deception”3 ). Opines
Aishika Chakraborty in her book, Ranjabati: A Dancer and her World, “Surupa is merely the
external transformation of Chitrangada …. Inside the covering, Chitra is still Chitra”4 . Thus, the only
transformation that really takes place, albeit temporarily, is in the outer garb of the woman, which
does not imply a change in the vocal texture in any way whatsoever. Using different voices for the
portrayal of the emotions of Kurupa and Surupa may mean missing the point that the outwardly
beautiful manifestation of Surupa does not really lead to even a temporary death of the essential
Kurupa, or rather, the essential Chitrangada within her. There is certainly some politics at work,
then, in employing two separate voices for the rendition of the songs of Kurupa and Surupa. The
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politics of representation becomes pertinent in this regard. Needless to say, the director of the piece
plays the most crucial part here. The employment of two separate voices exposes Chitrangada to the
risk of being excessively feminised in her Surupa avatar and excessively masculinised in her Kurupa
avatar. It is perhaps this kind of a binary division within her that the director sees as an irreconcilable
one, that they wish to represent and which makes them choose two separate tonal qualities for two
avatars of the same person. This choice is a result of a thought process that perhaps refuses to
recognize the fact that Kurupa always does have a bit of Surupa in her, and vice-versa. In fact, there
is a definite androgynous charm in this character, the effect of which is destroyed by the use of two
conspicuously different voices for portraying two parts of her very own self. This stream of thought
thus seems to fail to appreciate and celebrate the idea of the different „selves‟ of a woman, which is
to suggest that the woman herself, that is Chitrangada, may have been comfortable with her different
„selves‟ co-habiting within her integrated person, but the one representing her is not comfortable
with the idea. The resulting politics that takes shape finds manifestation in the use of two voices: the
„manly‟ one that gives expression to the emotions of Kurupa, and the „womanly‟ one that expresses
the emotions of Surupa, as though the two were different individuals. In fact, the greater the
difference in the pitch of the voices emoting Kurupa and Surupa, the more pronounced is the „break‟
in the personality of the heroine. This break is, of course, most palpable at the stages of the heroine‟s
transformation from Kurupa to Surupa (marked in the play by the song “Who plays the flute, the
music of which pervades my limbs?”5 ) and from Surupa to Kurupa (which comes with the song, “I
am Chitrangada, the royal princess”6 ). When two different singers are employed to sing each part, an
attentive audience can very well perceive the change in voice when Kurupa becomes Surupa or viceversa. It may be argued that the palpability of this change is quite deliberately exerted by the stage
director who chooses to use different singers for the role of Kurupa and Surupa. Such a perception of
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the protagonist‟s character exposes her to the serious risk of being read as a case that suffers from a
kind of identity crisis, and such a crisis at that, that the split in her two selves cannot be resolved, and
the lack of resolution should be „vocally‟ conveyed. This is why her voice has to be shown as
changing from bold and „manly‟ to soft and „womanly‟ and again back to „manly‟. This may be seen
as a covert patriarchal ploy whereby the heroine is, very subtly though, not allowed a scope to fuse
her two selves harmoniously within her person. However, there may also be more practical concerns
and limitations governing such choices made by the director and/producer. It might so happen that a
single singer is not skilful enough (or her voice is not versatile enough) to emote convincingly the
complex emotions of the heroine throughout the play, especially in the three crucial junctures: before
she changes her appearance from Kurupa to Surupa with the help of a boon, while she is under the
spell of the boon as Surupa (which, she cannot fathom, whether it is a boon or a curse) and after she
comes back to her former self as Kurupa in all her glory. In such cases, two voices are employed for
Kurupa and Surupa in the interest of the overall impression of the play, wherein the heavier voice is
considered to be more suitable for vocally conveying the „masculine‟ traits of the protagonist and the
softer and more high-pitched voice is used for the duration of the play in which the heroine meets
her more conventionally feminine self. However, notwithstanding such constraints, the fact that the
employment of two separate voices leaves room for a rather unflattering interpretation of the warrior
princess‟s character is an undeniable fact. There seems to be a lack of integration in her personality
because of the use of two vocal representations for one character, making her character appear weak
in the process. Here there is also a definite refusal to accept and celebrate the androgyny within the
heroine who changes in and out of „manly‟ and „womanly‟ garbs and deliberately and fearlessly
explores her various „selves‟ on the basis of what she chooses to prioritize at a particular point of
time.
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There are the certain stage productions, however, that use a single voice for the portrayal of
both Kurupa and Surupa. A different kind of politics is at work in such cases. This is the politics of
voice modulation. Voice modulation is political because a singer exercises his/her right and ability to
manipulate the text through subtle changes in expression that voice modulation allows for. Here the
role of the singer assumes greater importance than anything else. When a singer faces the task of
portraying the two facets of Chitrangada through her voice, she is usually found to modulate her
voice in such a way that a heavier, „manly‟ tone is simulated for the part of Kurupa and a lighter,
softer, possibly more seductive and a more conventionally „womanly‟ tone is created for the part of
Surupa. That the singer would have to be talented enough to change her voice through the course of
the play, is a given. This is also closer to reality because every woman has in her a feminine and a
masculine self, and when the same voice is used to manifest both the selves, according to changing
situations, the voice may become heavier or lighter accordingly. Thus, in this case, the singer has a
greater freedom, and this brings in the politics of interpretation. The voice modulations will be made
by the singer according to her interpretation of the play, and this would obviously have its influence
on the way the audience interprets the emotions of the protagonist in a given situation in the play.
Voice modulation also calls for simulation, which in itself is a kind of vocal politics. For example, a
singer who has a heavy voice has to simulate a lighter tone while she is singing the songs of Surupa,
and a high-pitched, light-voiced singer would have to make her voice sound deeper throughout her
rendition of the Kurupa songs. There is a politicization of the text in this modulation as the idea of
power is inseparably related to this kind of voice modulation. The simulation of a heavier and deeper
voice is done with the intention of revealing the masculine power that the woman Kurupa enjoys.
Again, the simulation of a lighter and high-pitched voice is also connected to the politics of power
play as it intends to express the sensual and seductive power of Surupa‟s beauty.
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Sometimes allied to and sometimes independent of the kind of politics already pointed out, is
the politics of personal bias in the stage productions of Chitrangada which leads to the choice of a
single singer or two separate singers for the same character‟s songs. It often happens that the director
and/or producer is found to have a special preference for a particular singer. In such cases, the
director and/or producer insists on a single singer‟s rendition of both the parts of Surupa and Kurupa
to ensure that the singer remains in the limelight. In such cases, the politics of personal choice
overshadow the politics of representation and interpretation. This would problematize the politics of
voice modulation also. Since the singer has been selected on the basis of personal choice which may
or may not have been governed by the ability of the singer to portray the changing emotions from
Kurupa to Surupa, and back to Kurupa again, it may lead to the singer‟s modulation of her voice
through a misinterpretation of the text. In other words, such politics often leads to the choice of
incompetent singers whose vocal manipulation of the text through rendition of songs may actually
mar the overall performance of Chitrangada. Also involved in the stage productions of Chitrangada
are the politics of playing popular - a director would often assign the roles of Kurupa and Surupa to
two different singers instead of one because he/she would want to please both the singers by giving a
part to each, and ensuring his/her popularity with both. This may also happen because the director
believes in tapping the available resources to their best possible potential – there may be two equally
competent singers available to the director and he may wish to regale the audiences with the beauty
of two different tonal qualities within the course of the same play, thus choosing two singers while
s/he could very well have opted for one. Here again, the role of vocal politics would get affected by
the role of directorial politics. While one competent singer (skilful in the art of voice modulation, so
as to do justice to the emotions of both pre-transformation and post-transformation Chitrangada)
may have been the ideal choice, this kind of directorial politics would complicate matters (the
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complications resulting from the choice of two separate voices have already been discussed in the
first part of the paper). Economical concerns are not a mean issue either, and they lead to a separate
kind of politics altogether. A director and/or producer may be compelled to use a single voice (even
if s/he feels that using two voices for Kurupa and Surupa would do better justice to the interpretation
of the play) if s/he is working on a tight budget and does not have enough funds to pay remuneration
to two singers for one character. This kind of politics may prove to be a limiting factor to the
production, as sometimes the singer selected has such a tonal quality that it cannot really do justice
to the two personas of Chitrangada. All these cases may be put under the single head of the type of
politics that arises from the director‟s and/or producer‟s exercise of their choice. This further
complicates the issue of vocal politics as the voice modulation of the singer/s during the rendition of
songs for Kurupa and/or Surupa in such cases would be directly affected by the choices and
decisions made by the director and/or producer.
In a stage production of Chitrangada, thus, politics may be seen at work from a multiplicity of
perspectives, all or some of which might even intersect at certain points, leading to differences in
interpretation, representation and performance.
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The Politics of Oral Poetry and Slam Poetry Viewed Digitally
Abstract

Slam poetry is extremely popular on the internet and slam poems are essentially oral
performance readings of poems in front of a live audience. But when this same oral performance
is digitized and viewed via the internet, the entire politics of appreciation is radically altered. The
insidious ways in which such poetry affects and conditions the viewer is the topic of this paper.
We are using Marxist theory in order to deconstruct this particular form, which must be viewed
as a separate product in itself and not an extension of the original performance as recorded, for
the entire dynamics of viewing is altered once any performance which is meant to a fleeting and
social occasion is converted into a text.
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Main Paper
The nature of slam poetry is quite paradoxical. It is essentially oral in performance, hence
fluid, but originates in the fixity of text. It is thus terminally anti-polar to products like Beowulf
or the Homeric epics which were essentially composed orally, and committed to writing much
later and probably not by the original author-figures. The paradox is further compounded when
we view spoken word poetry digitally. Digitization not merely aids in proliferation but also refixes the product, the overall process hence being circular and no longer linear. However this
nature of circularity, this intermingling of the oral-textual-digital, creates an alternate form of
perceiving, the politics of appreciation is altered in this case, and the relationship of the
individual viewer and the poem is also changed drastically. This paper shall investigate how this
relationship works, the politics of the text and performances, the audience as proactive and reactive recipients, and role played by the digital/cinematic elements.
Susan B. A. Somers-Willett in her essay “Slam Poetry and the Cultural Politics of
Performing Identity” describes poetry slams as “competitive versions of poetry readings
currently staged in bars, bookstores, coffeehouses, universities, and theaters”(51). She then goes
on to mention how such events have achieved a great level of popularity and why scholars and
academics are paying so much attention to it. She says, “With poetry slams surfacing in most US
states and slam poets performing their work in feature films, in documentaries, on cable
television, and even on Broadway stages, slam is a phenomenon that appears to have captured
America's popular imagination […] slams open the door not only to the sociopolitical issue of
who has access to poetry but also to the critical question of what poetry is and how it should be
evaluated” (51). But now because of the internet these productions have discovered a wider and
more varied audience, not just in the United States but all over the world. Youtube slam poetry
channels of Button Poetry and speakeasynyc have views of 13 million and 9 million collective
views on their channels, respectively, at the time of writing this paper. These are the two most
popular channels but they account for only a portion of the views slam poetry garners on the
internet.
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Walter Ong in his book Literacy and Orality, whilst comparing the oral and the literary
creative process says, “For the extreme Romantic, the perfect poet should ideally be like God
Himself, creating ex nihilo: the better he or she was, the less predictable was anything and
everything in the poem”(23). For the oral societies, poems are not born or created when they are
written, for this is obviously not an option, but rather re-born during every performance.
However the nature of the constructing element of such poetry is in itself problematically
transient. Quoting Ong again: “All sensation takes place in time, but sound has a special
relationship to time unlike that of the other fields that register in human sensation. Sound exists
only when it is going out of existence. It is not simply perishable but essentially evanescent, and
it is sensed as evanescent. When I pronounce the word „permanence‟, by the time I get to the „pence‟, the „perma-‟ is gone, and has to be gone” (42). It is precisely this fleeting nature of sound
and by extension oral performance that has prompted the recording of these performances.
Living in a post-oral, post-literal world, recording it lends the performance a sense of stability in
so far as it fixes it, making it in a sense just another „text‟, a seemingly familiar form. However,
by doing this, we essentially muddy the waters, the performance of the poet remains unalterable,
but the way in which the commodity now acts on us is expressly changed. It is no longer merely
the recording of a performance event, the product becomes an event in itself, possessing its own
aesthetic language and effects. Most easily noticeable in this domain of altered audience-„text‟
relationship is the alteration in the role played by the audience.

Because poetry slams have flourished nationally and internationally, standardized rules of
competition have emerged and a non-profit organization, Poetry Slam Inc. (PSI, formerly
headed by inventor of the poetry slam, Marc Smith), has been established to administer
them. At PSI-certified slams, poets perform their own work in time slots of three minutes
and ten seconds, which is in turn judged by willing members of the audience Olympicstyle from zero to ten. Although some slams have improvisational rounds and some slam
poets freestyle on stage, most slam poets write, time, rehearse, and memorize their work
before performing it. After rounds of elimination, the poet with the highest score is
declared the slam winner and is awarded a prize and/or title. (Somers-Willet, 51)
The above explains the technicalities of slam poetry in person. It is competitive and highly
dependent on audience reaction. This structure breaks down when a video of the performance is
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viewed. The individual viewer (note that I say viewer and not listener) constitutes the audience,
but they are not the audience that is the focus of the performance, in essence the performance is
not meant for them, it is not directed at them. Undeniably this very situation that the „text‟ finds
itself in, was in all probability never even considered by the creator. Thus the entire impetus of
the audience-performer effect works in the opposite direction. Actors, singers and now slam
poets are prone to feed off the energy of the audience. Text is far more totalitarian, it does not
allow for dialogue, it is essentially one sided.

In that manner recorded slam poetry functions

much like the text.

As an example we shall examine the most viewed Slam Poetry video uploaded on
Youtube, Neil Hilborn‟s “OCD” performed during Individual Finals at the 2013 Rustbelt
Regional Poetry Slam, uploaded by Button Poetry. It has 5 million views, at the time of writing
this paper. This specific video went „viral‟ after appearing on the front-page of Reddit.com, a
popular social news and entertainment website.

It is a poem about a person with Obsessive

Compulsive Disorder and how he wins over and loses the love of his life. The performance of the
poem here is the key to it having the emotional impact that it does. An initial extract reads

Even in bed, I'm thinking:
Did I lock the doors? Yes.
Did I wash my hands? Yes.
Did I lock the doors? Yes.
Did I wash my hands? Yes.
But when I saw her, the only thing I could think about
was the hairpin curve of her lips..
Or the eyelash on her cheek—
the eyelash on her cheek—
the eyelash on her cheek.
I knew I had to talk to her. (Hilborn)
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The repitions of “the eyelash on her cheek” spoken with fast intakes of breath much like a
broken tape recorder truly encapsulates the essence of the disorder. As such, this is a poem to be
watched, to truly understand its impact.

The video has the camera pointed at Neil Hilborn at a diagonal angle as he addresses the
audience not visible in the video. He is engaging the live audience, using his hands, pointing and
making them the object of his performance.

They are similarly responding to him. They are

chuckling and laughing and clapping at important points and the poet is waiting for the laughter
to subside as he continues while still being in character. The „aww‟ of the single audience
member after an appropriate line is apparent as the poet pauses to acknowledge it before
continuing. The claps increases as the performance reaches its climax and is tumultuous as it
ends.

The experience of the viewer on Youtube is vastly different. Clapping is essentially a
social gesture used in groups to signify approval. The single viewer does not clap but does make
note of the audience applause. The clarity of sound and the very act of being alone while
watching this takes away the distractions of being part of an audience and the rules hence of
acting in society are suspended. For art forms like theatre there is a mutual sharing and exchange
of energy, text allows for energy to flow in only one direction. This is precisely why one
associates text [writing] with death, it is in effect inorganic: “a written text is basically
unresponsive. If you ask a person to explain his or her statement, you can get an explanation; if
you ask a text, you get back nothing except the same, often stupid, words which called for your
question in the first place“(Ong, 89). However in the case of digitally viewed poetry, the transfer
of energy works in a strange way. The individual viewer is in this case only the audience and has
no hand in creating the product, but he is an audience also of the audience, and hence the energy
gained from the immediate audience by the poet/speaker is projected on to the individual viewer
who is constantly perceiving the performer‟s subtle improvisations, alteration of body-tone and
mood. This results in a false immersion, the medium dictates that the individual is deindividualized, community is thrust upon him, and a virtual sense of audienceship is created in
the viewer.
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Slavoj Zizek during a talk, in the context of canned laughter asserts that people who
consider canned laughter to be used as a Pavlovian conditional response to make the television
viewer laugh is wrong. He makes the case that when he comes back from a tiring day and
watches such a show with canned laughter, he does not laugh but he is comforted by its presence.
He says canned laughter is more insidious than merely wanting to make people to laugh. It does
the laughing for the viewer (Youtube). Similarly, in the context slam poetry, the performances
watched digitally, allows the viewer to feel like they are a part of the audience but they have no
need to react to the piece in the organic audible way because the audience in the video does that
for them. Only the dominant powerful emotions are felt and expressed, incidentally in the digital
platform. The video is shared online, or commented upon online and hence applauded in its own
mutated way, online.

Such performance pieces need the live audience to have the impact that it does on the
digital audience. Slam poets have tried to upload videos directly addressing the camera and
without a live audience but none have gained the popularity that recordings of such live
performances have. The digital audience needs the live audience to react to the poet who in turn,
needs the live audience to nuance their performance. . This strange relationship of dependence of
secondary orality to primary orality is perhaps unique to slam poetry.
The term secondary orality was coined by Walter J. Ong in his book Literacy and Orality
where he describes it by saying:
Telephone, radio, television and the various kind of sound tape, electronic technology has
brought us into the age of „secondary orality‟. This new orality has striking resemblance
to the old in its participatory mystique, its fostering of a communal sense, its
concentration on the present moment, and even its use of formulas. But it is essentially a
more deliberate and self-conscious orality, based permanently on the use of writing and
print, which are essential for the manufacture and operation of the equipment and for it
use as well. (144)

One thing is obvious; Ong conceives of secondary orality as mostly utilitarian
conversation, not specifically considering its role as a creative entity or, at the very least, a
shaper of creativity.

There are two things to consider about secondary orality, hence. Such
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orality is fluid even though it essentially originates from a fixed form („writing and print‟) and
that it transcends the realm of primary orality, tending towards the meta-oral („it is essentially a
more deliberate and self-conscious orality‟). Slam poetry viewed online occupies the unique
realm of secondary orality which is produced from the fixed ford of writing and print to the
fluidity of the live performance converted again to the fixedness of a recorded performance.

The reason that most epics are oral constructions is because it can only be produced in
and by such a societal consciousness; as Terry Eagleton explains in Marxism and Literary
Criticism:

It is in the work of Georg Lukács that the problem of literary form has been most
thoroughly explored. In his early, pre-Marxist work, The Theory of the Novel (1920),
Lukács follows Hegel in seeing the novel as the „bourgeois epic‟, but an epic which
unlike its classical counterpart reveals the homelessness and alienation of man in modern
society. In Greek classical society man is at home in the universe, moving within a
rounded, complete world of immanent meaning which is adequate to his soul‟s demands.
(13)

What Eagleton is saying is equally applicable to most other forms of oral performance as well.
This digital fixity is an attempt to provide for people a form that will allow them to experience
that universality, that radical suppression of the ego and assimilation into the world. However, it
provides this while simultaneously not questioning the things we take for granted, things
symptomatic of a literal world, like alienation, and allowing us to bask in constructed bubble of
individuality. The interesting thing is that digital-oral poetry fragments us by allowing us to
fulfill our needs of ego suppression and de-individualization, whilst simultaneously denying our
need to be social. By isolating us, by isolating emotional upheaval, by isolating catharsis, our
ability to project and direct thins artistic energy into action is nullified, hence we become passive
consumers, not active partakers.
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Small Voices of Protest: The Heterogeneity of Baul songs and their Resistance to the
Hegemonic Politics in the 19th c Colonial Bengal

Abstract
Traditionally the Bauls have been looked as an esoteric group of people mired in mysticism.
Not just the Indian scholars but some of the Western scholars too have identified them as
maverick, wandering minstrels without any geopolitical moorings or socio cultural bearings. The
only thing that was worth of a study was their philosophy of ‗transcendental humanism‘ or
‘dehatattvabad’. The mystic attitude of the Bauls and their obscure cults essentialized them as
the Other, effecting a process of marginalization by the society. The term ‗Baul‘ itself comes
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from the Sanskrit ‗vatul‘ or airy, implying the notion that such men builds their ideas in the air,
and therefore they must be kept at bay.
This paper tries to interrogate the problem from a different light. Contrary to traditional
notions, the Bauls were neither apolitical, nor irrational. Rather their songs became a strong
medium of resistance to the colonial culture and the hegemonic politics of the upper class rich
zamindars or landlords, particularly in the wake of the implementation of the Permanent
Settlement of 1793. The present paper delves deep into the metaphors of the Baul songs taking
into account all the different sects of the Baul, the Kartabhaja, and the Sahebdhani groups to
unlock and re-interpret these as metaphors of resistance. By situating these songs in the changing
agrarian system, the aim shall be to locate the changing cultural production. The questions that
would be addressed are: What do these metaphors tell us of the socio-economic plight of the
peasantry- of which the Bauls formed an inextricable part? More specifically can it be marked as
a subaltern voice of protest against the hegemonic voice of the changing agrarian relations? In
other words can these songs be called as contestation to the hegemonic social formations?
The paper would critically examine these changing social relations in the praxis of Baul songs
and search for these small voices of protest in the history of colonial Bengal.
Keywords: Baul songs, subaltern; everyday resistance, hegemony, Permanent Settlement and
colonial Bengal.
Main Paper

Performance studies have become an integral part of modern literary studies. Not only is the
area challenging but also paves the way for new ideas that provides an insight, almost a cutting
edge view of literature. The present essay deals with the performance of the Bauls of Bengal,
who form a part of the rich folklore of Bengal and how their songs belies the anxieties of the 19 th
colonial Bengal. The Bauls of Bengal have been looked upon as a heterodox group of people,
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wandering minstrels or bards who are essentially rootless. They vacillate from place to place
seemingly lost in their mystic world. They have enjoyed the aura of enigma weaved around their
existence. Interestingly, their esoteric traditions and secrecy have also made them the Other in
the society. The different scholarships and research work undertaken in this field has validated
such claims reducing them to marginalized liminal figures, bordering on the fringes of the
society. Such scholars have focused only on the mysticism or specifically the tantrai or ‗the
obscure religious rituals that envelope the Baul praxis. The key area remained a study of their
philosophy, aestheticism that seemed to address the transcendental, escaping from the immediate
in search of the Divine. But there remains something more to explore. Contrary to the traditional
corpus of ideas, the Bauls were neither asocial nor apolitical group of wandering minstrels.
Rather through their songs, they formed a strong resistance against the hegemonic politics,
becoming an alternate voice in the history of colonial Bengal. This paper shall analyze the role of
the Bauls in fomenting such a day to day resistance, and how their songs can be read as a
contestation against the hegemonic social formations.
The Bauls have been a part of the rich folk culture of Bengal, much of which has been
exoticized. The psychological violence meted out by colonialism produced such an entropic
condition among the colonized bhadralok Bengali that when they looked back at history in
search of their roots, the Bauls stood out as the iconic figures. But this in itself created a new
dichotomy. The Bauls came to be represented as both the ‗self‘ as well as the ‗other‘ to these
colonized elite intellectuals. Jeanne Openshaw asserts this in her Seeking the Bauls of Bengal as,
―the exoticisation of the Bauls by the bhadralok ii can be seen in part and with many
qualifications, as a deflection of, or displaced acquiescence, in European orientalisation of
‗India‘ as a whole.‖ ( Openshaw 21). Thus the Bauls were a product of both ‗essentialisation‘ as
well as ‗otherisation‘, and the manner in which they are represented in traditional Bengali
literature mirrors this ambivalence.
The Bauls emerged as an off shoot of the Vaishnava religion, embracing the Sahajiya cult.
Traditionally represented as ‗flesh- eating‘, ‗alcoholic‘, ‗shroudless‘, ‗godless‘ and steeped in
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degenerate practices, they were looked with contempt by the people of the higher classes. Their
flowing hairs, red robes and esoteric traditions became the mark of differentiation. They were
mentioned only twice in Hunter‘s Statistical Account of Bengal, published in 1875 C.E.
―According to Risley,‖ as Openshaw writes in her work, ―Baolas are separated from the main
body of the Vaishnavas. They comprise a number of ‗disreputable mendicant orders‘ and recruit
mainly from the lower classes. They are believed to be grossly immoral and are held in very low
estimation by the respectable Hindus.‖ (Openshaw 22).

Even for certain Indian scholars like,

Akshay Kumar Datta and Jogendra Nath Bhattacharya, Baul songs became the subject of
contention. They would dismiss these songs as enunciations by ‗mad men‘ stooped in
debauchery and malpractices. In fact Akshay Kumar Datta was the first person who had
classified these wandering nomads as ‘sampraday’ or sects in his treatise Bharatbarsher
Upashak Sampraday or ‗The Religious Traditions of India’. Later scholars such as Upendranath
Bhattacharya in his monumental treatise Banglar Baul o Baul Gaan ‗The Bauls and Baul Songs
of Bengal’ decries the attempt made by Datta,, criticizing him for basing his opinions on hearsay.
It was Rabindranath Tagore and his eclectic mind which saw in the Bauls, the true spirit of
Bengal. In the wake of emerging nationalism, he discovered in these minstrels, the simple folk
culture and took the onus of reviving it on him.

It is to be observed that with the advent of the later scholars, the focus of Baul scholarship
gained a heuristic shift from studying their esoteric secrecy to celebrating their philosophy of
‗transcendental humanism‘ or ‗dehatatvabad‘. They tried to relate it with the Upanishadic
tradition of liberal humanism. The Manabdharma or liberal humanism expressed in the Baul
songs was glorified and an interest grew up to study the deep rooted philosophic nature of these
songs. But a more deconstructionist approach would render the Baul songs in a new light. The
metaphors used in these songs can be re-interpreted as forms of resistance used by the Bauls
against the dominant upper class hegemonic politics. Their scorn for the upper classes is
exemplified in the deployment of such metaphors which formed a critique of the contemporary
society of 19th century colonial Bengal.
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The iconoclastic approach of the Bauls defied all the religious orthodoxies which
transgressed the social boundaries. The baul songs were more popular with the labourers,
peasants, black smiths and all the lower classes of men. Such songs provide a rich storehouse of
knowledge reflecting on the life and times of the Bengali lower orders, especially the poor men
and women, the laboring class of people. These were the migrant work force driven to the city in
search of jobs, as a result of the changing agrarian economy. They formed the underworld of the
imperial city at the dawn of the colonial era. The common Baul parlance utilized a lot of
coruscating wit which was leveled towards the higher classes especially the babus, the zamindars
or the landlords and the officials of the East India Company (‘kompany’) men. Time and again
their actions and manners were ridiculed, satirized and their songs became its registers, a form of
mimicry. The semantic potential of these songs were devastating that continuously sought to
challenge the very seat of ‗power‘, reverting the gaze of the colonizer back to him. The songs
also became the legislators of the subtly changing economical structure that had grappled the
scenario of Bengal.

That the Bauls were never apolitical and alienated from society was first discovered by
Hemanga Biswas, when he was studying the folk songs of Bengal and Assam. In his work, A
Survey of Folk Songs: Bengal and Assam (1979) he documented about Lalan Shah, a popular
Baul song writer and performer and how he stood up against the coercive practices of the
zamindars of Kushtia. In the unpublished journal of Kangal Harinath called Dipanjali, Biswas
found instances of armed resistance by the Bauls, spearheaded by Lalan. He writes:
In Kangal Harinath‘s unpublished Dipanjali , we glimpse the true character of Lalan- if need be the dreamy Baul
could be the most formidable lathiyal (club man). He could also put the ektara aside and wield the clubs against the
Zamindar. When the zamindar sent his lathiyals to teach a lesson to Kangal Harinath who published an article in his
journal Grambartta detailing the Zamindar‘s oppression of his subjects, then Lalan himself took up a club and, with
the aid of his group, put up a strong fight against the Zamindar‘s lathiyals and rescued his peasant friend Harinath. iii
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The East India Company and its coercive policies took a heavy toll on the poor peasants. In
1825, in the district of Mymensingh, peasants led by a certain ‗Phakir Badsha‘ Tipu Pagal, a
Pagalpanthi and son of a Darbes, one Karim Shah, the founder of the Pagalpanthiiv sect fought
with the troops of the Company , subverting the dynamics of power control and reverting it back
to the colonizer.

Though there are such examples of direct resistance the area remains nebulous. Instead a
detailed perusal of the Baul songs will reveal a different truth. The songs are drawn from the
changing societal structure, a shift from agrarian to a more modern mercantile economy. These
wandering minstrels shared an organic existence with the other classes of society. So the plight
of a peasant is not unnoticed. Rather it is vociferously proclaimed in their songs which became
instrumental in challenging the hegemonic nexus between the zamindars and the East India
Company. The subaltern scholars have talked about the oppositional notions of consciousness in
peasant insurgency. Following Ranajit Guha, Partha Chatterjee in his Nation and it’s Fragments
have stated about the different forms of peasant consciousness: ―negation, ambiguity, modality,
solidarity, transmission and territoriality. The insurgent consciousness was first of all, a
―negative‖ consciousness, in the sense that its identity was expressed solely through an
opposition, namely its difference from and antagonism to its dominators.‖ (Chatterjee 162). The
notion of a community gains prevalence here. Unlike the bourgeoisie community formation
which is built on ideas of shared interests or similar preferences, in the peasant society bonds of
solidarity already exist. They are enjoined together in the face of such a necessity where every
individual identifies himself with the members of the community. Again in the words of
Chatterjee, ―We must grant that peasant consciousness has its own paradigmatic form, which is
not only different from that of bourgeoisie consciousness but in fact it‘s very other.‖ (Chatterjee
164). So situated in such a community the Bauls could not disengage themselves completely
when the act of Permanent Settlement was introduced by Lord Cornwallis in 1793, that vastly
altered the land reform policy, reducing the peasants to a state of penury.
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The introduction of the Permanent Settlement created a furore among the peasants
consolidating the place of the zamindars and the jotdarsv who had to pay onetime money to the
Company to get the ownership of the land. The repressive measures used by these landlords to
extract taxes from the poor peasants became oppressive. The zamindars would deploy the jotdars
to look after the tax collection. It needs to be mentioned that these jotdars were already the
owners of vast tracts of uncultivated land which they had amassed during the great famine of
1770. These people now started lending money at high rates of money, cultivated their lands
with the share croppers and paid only a small amount of interest to the zamindars. Wedged
between these two power matrixes, the poor peasants suffered miserably. Jadubindu laments this
in one of his songs:
Emon chasa buddhinasa tui,
Keno dekhli na apnar bhuivi ,
Tor deho jamir paka dhan e
Dekh legeche chota babui.‖ (Bhattacharya 180)

[How foolish a peasant you are? Why did you not look at your land? Your ripe crops are now
been stolen away by the swallows.]

The condition became so acute that many of the peasants were forced to leave their lands and
migrate to the city in search of work. Calcutta became the bustling city teeming with population.
The city was soon divided into two compartments. On the one hand there was the White Town
where the White English men or the white sahibsvii and other officers of the Company lived
while the rest of the city was called the Black Town. The area of the Fort William was popularly
known as the White Town. Sumanta Banerjee in his The Parlour and the Streets observes: ―The
White Town was in the south central part of Calcutta around Fort William where English settlers
by degrees built themselves very neat, useful, if not elegant houses, laid out walks, planted trees,
and made their own little district neat, clean and convenient.‖ (Banerjee 23). Compared to this
the Black Town developed in the northern parts of the city, where members of the ‗wealthier
classes‘ resided along with the indigenous population. The large influx of population from the
rural areas transformed the city as a potential market place, a hub of important economic
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exchanges. Metaphors such as ‗bajar‘, ‗kompany‘, ‗haat’

viii

gained preeminence in the songs of

the radical sects like the Kartabhajas. These metaphors traced the changing contours of
economy- from the agrarian to the mercantile and the industrial.
With the consolidation of the East India Company in Calcutta, the ‗markets‘ emerged as a
space where it would exert its dominance. Hugh. B. Urban in his study of the Kartabhaja
tradition of Bengal underscores this as:
―In place of the pre-colonial bazaar – with its complex networks of patronage and shifting
relations of power between Mughal rulers, Hindu Zamindars, and various religious factions –the Company sought to
impose a new ‗terrain of regulation‘, marked by uniform laws of revenue controlled through the departments of
customs and police. . . . [T]he Company set out to establish a kind of ‗Settlement of Marketplaces‘ that paralleled
the new system of taxation in rural Bengal under the Permanent Settlement of Lord Cornwallis.‖ (Urban 25)

The establishment of colonial rule made the markets both as the epicenter of exerting power and
dominance as well as the place where power would be subverted. Mikhail Bakhtin in his work
Rabelais and His World argued about the role of markets in challenging the power relations
when he says:
―Market place is a zone of social interaction which transcends most ordinary class barriers, bringing together men
and women of all strata in a common sphere of exchange and allowing an unusual freedom to speak critically. It is
thus a key locus of dissident and disruptive language, a place where the ‗unofficial‘ and ‗extraterrestrial discourse of
lower classes can circulate ‗in a world of official order and ideology, it always remained ‗with the people‘.‖
(Bakhtin 371)

In the Kartabhaja songs, different signifiers of market such as ‘kompany’ ‗bajar‘, ‘haat’,
‗kontract’ix would be reiterated time as a consistent trope to ridicule and subvert these
paradigmatic power relations. As one Karthabhaja song says:
Ten, twenty, thirty Poor men gather together and become a Company.
There's an account book, in which so many things are recorded —
so many imported and exported goods!
Examining all the permission slips and seals, item by item,
the shopkeepers engage in business. (B.G 218)
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These people were critical of the emerging market places and would satirize it through their
songs. Sudipta Sen in his study of 18th c Bengali literature argues about the marketplace to be ―‗a
worldly metaphor‘ par excellence- the supreme metaphor for all transactions and exchanges,
wheelings and dealings of their mortal life in sansara.‖ (Sen 27).
Ranajit Guha in his seminal work on the peasants insurgency in his Elementary Forms of
Peasant Insurgency has spoken about the role of the market place as a threat to the ruling power.
―Market place‖ according to Guha ―is identified in colonialist thinking with the dissemination of
subversive discourse among the lower classes.‖ (Guha 168).

As one Kartabhaja song critiques

the fate of a merchant who has lost his heydays of glory:
I've quit this business, brother.
There was no profit in it—I had to give up my earnings too easily!
Is one more merchant any use in this land?
I labor in some city; I go to the marketplace and toil, breaking my back,
and as the days pass, do I get even a piece of bread in this kingdom?
I conducted business in this land eight million times —
but see, brother, my troubles haven't left me!
Seeing and hearing all this, I've gone mad! (BG 214; 11.27)x

The scurrilous affairs of the babus, the moneylenders, the poor overworked porters around
Calcutta would be a favorite topic of laughter as the Kartabhajas ridiculed the slowly changing
economy. These metaphors, imbued in esoteric code of language would often remain obscure to
the ordinary people. Again in another song we see how a porter is ridiculed:
O, how wonderfully funny you are!
You've quit your business, and now, I see, you're paying homage to the Porters
in the marketplace and at the wharf!
I see no shortage in the jurisdiction of the Company.
. . . So freely, I know, you had abandoned all your wealth,
wandering and searching throughout the entire Company —
that's -why you break your back working here!
Your name is written in the account books of the Company Warehouse.
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. . . You had come to work as a merchant in this land;
but when that business failed, you found a lot of work in this market and bazaar.
And now the Porters, both petty and great, all control you!
. . . You've labored for the Company for so long a time—
And Sasi Lai laughs and says, "Oh, see how manly you are!" (BG 215; 11.31)

These songs were a part of the popular folk culture of 19th century colonial Bengal that survived
in parodying, satirizing and ridiculing the upper class elite culture, challenging the colonial
power and the hegemonic cast stridden politics of the upper classes of the Bengali society.
Read under this light such songs become the signifier of an ‗alternate Renaissance‘ which went
parallel to the elite reformation movements done by reformers like Ram Mohan and Vidyasagar.
The core philosophy being universal love and tolerance, the songs gained a wider acceptance
among the masses. As Sumanta Banerjee observes ― At a time when Calcutta‘s sambhrantaxi
people were belching an orgy of printed exhibitionism in newspaper columns and verbal
histrionics in the Town Hall, debating over the subtle points of the caste system and how to
protect their religion from contamination, these Bauls made fun of such pedantry in their songs.‖
Lalan Shah, a popular folk poet of the nineteenth century has a tongue-in-cheek humor when he
lambasts the caste ridden society in one of his songs:
Jaat gelo jaat gelo bole
Ei ki ajob karkhana
Asbar kale tumi ki jat chile, ese tumi ki jat nile.....
Ki jat hobe jabar kale, se kotha vebe bolo na.....
Gopone je bessar vat khay... tate dormer ki khoti hoy
Lalon bole jat kare koy e vromo to gelo na... (Bhattacharya 146)

[Your caste is no more, I hear people say. How wonderful an industry of pandemonium! What
was your caste when you saw the light of this earth and what caste did you pick up later? Do you
know what will be your caste when you will sing your swansong? Sharing food with a prostitute
in secrecy can‘t defile one‘s religion. Oh brother! Lalan wonders about what exactly you mean
by caste. ]
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The hierarchical structure of caste that plagued the society was questioned repeatedly. Such
songs not only created a huge ruckus among the upper class elites but also threatened to
dismantle it completely. Again in one of his songs, we see Lalan exhorting:
If you have to make out a Muslim man (from circumcision)
How are you to identify a Muslim woman?
If a Brahman man is to be recognized
By his sacred thread,
How are you to identify a Brahman woman? ( Banerjee 68)

These religious and cultural manifestations of the lower orders formed a parallel trend to the
more publicized socio- cultural and religious movements that were taking place at the top layers
of Calcutta‘s Bengali society. The dominant elite culture has always tried to suppress it in their
manner of laughing at these people and their ideas. Soon it turned into coercion where laughter
transformed into an active denunciation, as happened towards the end of the nineteenth century.
―Such campaigns‖ as Banerjee argues, ―by the bhadraloks against the cultural forms of the lower
orders could be regarded as one of the many factors that led to the marginalization of the popular
culture of Calcutta by the turn of the twentieth century.‖ (Banerjee 77)
The Bauls have engaged with and resisted such hegemonic social formations of the day. The
important question that belies our understanding now is whether they were conscious of such an
act of resistance or are we simply imposing our own reading on them? Faced with such a twin
prism, the question of agency/selfhood comes to the fore. The subaltern scholars like Dipesh
Chakravarty, Ranajit Guha, Partha Chatterjee have argued about the subaltern consciousness.
The history of subaltern consciousness is the history of resistance. But the problem of Baul
scholarship is the dearth of historical records (such as autobiographies, letters and recorded
statements) which disrupts the authentic voice. However we must locate the gap, the fissure left
open by the absence of this ‗author function‘. Baul resistance thus has always been a product of
contingency that has denied any ‗essentialization‘ attempt by the elite class. The nature of such a
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resistance is dynamic. It is articulated discursively in the manner of their songs, anecdotes and
doggerels which remains as small voices of history.

Notes

i

Tantra- The word refers to the secret esoteric traditions followed by certain religious sects. Tantrasadhana or the
practice of tantras would mean engaging in the study and performance of these obscure religious rituals or cult
practices. It was a once a part of Vedic rituals which later transmogrified as evil or unholy, thus becoming a product
of essentialization and Otherization.
ii

Bhadralok - The term gained eminence in the 19th century socio- cultural politics of Bengal. A bhadralok would be
a pejorative word used for those elite urban intelligentsia educated in Western manners and customs.
iii

Quoted in Sudhir Chakraborty, Bratya Lakayata Lalan, n. 5, 294. Since Dinpañji remains unpublished
till date, the actuality of this incident is debatable.
iv

For a fuller discussion of this rebellion, see Bhadra, ‗Paglai Dhum, 20–164.

v

Jotdar- These people would be the acting zamindars or the absentee landlords, who would wield th eir dominance
in the absence of the real zamindar. The zamindars would employ these people to collect the taxes from the
peasants. The jotdars used to exploit the peasants charging exorbitant rates of taxes and give only a small portion of
it to the zamindars, reaping a great profit in turn.
vi

Bhui- The word is used in relation to land that has it‘s roots to the Sanskrit ‗Bhumi‘ or earth.

vii

viii

Sahib – The word was used by the indigenous people which meant White people or the British.
Bajar and Haat- These words are the more colloquial way of referring to the market.

Kompany- The word is another colloquial way of referring to The East India Company.
ix

Kontract- The word is ‗contract‘ which got subverted in the Kartabhaja songs.

x

B.G- Bhaber Gita. See Works Cited.

xi

Sambharanta – The word was used to refer to the respectable, upper class elite families in the 19 th c Bengali
society.
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Popular culture shaping ideas- A 100 years of Bengali children’s magazine Sandesh

Abstract
The Bengali magazine Sandesh turned a 100 years old in May 2013. Started by Upendrakishore
Ray Chowdhury in 1913 in Kolkata, the centenary celebrations also coincide with the 150 years
celebration of Upendrakishore‘s birth anniversary. After Upendrakishore, the responsibility of
the magazine has been borne by his descendants- his son- Sukumar Ray, grandson- Satyajit Ray
and great-grandson- Sandip Ray. Started with financial assistance from his own pocket and with
the help of his own printing press ‗U Ray and Sons‘, the magazine marked significant landmarks
in the creation of history of literature and arts in not only Bengal but India as well. The pages of
Sandesh witnessed the birth and creation of many stories, art, drawings and illustrations over ten
decades, and many of these as well as their creators went onto become significant names in the
history of Indian literature in later years- creating an icon for themselves and for their readers
across the globe. Thus, were created the works of Upendrakishore and his son Sukumar Ray as a
poet, illustrator, author and playwright as well as those of Satyajit Ray as a storyteller- all of
which went on to become specific symbols of socio-cultural representation in years to comemaking Sandesh one of the most significant representations of regional popular culture- shaping
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ideas, concepts and thoughts. Having survived in spite of severe financial crunches from its very
inception and reached thousands of readers over 100 years, this paper is an ode to the centenary
celebration of the Bengali magazine- Sandesh.

Main Paper
Of the many pleasant memories from her childhood days that my mother has of her yearly visits
from her home in Purnea district (Bihar) to the city of Kolkata (West Bengal, India) to her
maternal uncle‘s house- is one that still lingers vividly in her mind- that of her very first visit to
the office of the Bengali children‘s magazine Sandesh on Rashbehari Avenue- to fill up the
subscription form and pay the necessary fees. Growing up reading the many issues of magazine
that followed the occasion in her house in Purnea district (Bihar)- was a time to test patience, as
the arrival of each issue was awaited impatiently. The old and yellowed issues- bound together in
volumes and re-read several times- still adorn my bookshelves even after sixty years.
An example that is representative of many similar ones of the time- the above paragraph attempts
to portray the significant influence of a part of popular culture on the audience exposed to it.
Started a hundred years back- the children‘s magazine Sandesh- grew and developed to resemble
and reflect nascent ideas about socio-cultural and political groups around us- which progressed
and matured to almost form ‗cult‘ figures through symbolic representation. As the old issues of
the magazine joined the rank of the later additions from my childhood on my bookshelf- the
survival of the magazine across the decades is an important aspect to consider its niche target
segment. The decades in-formation reflect an important section of Indian literature- which
moulded, created and formed a pattern of learning, expression and communication for years to
come.
Created by Upendrakishore Ray Chowdhuryi - father of Sukumar Ray and grandfather of Satyajit
Rayii - Sandesh created a special niche for itself in the market a hundred years back and continues
to do so even in the present age of global communication and competition, inspite of facing
severe financial crunches. Celebrating a hundred years in 2013, this article is an ode to the
remarkable journey of the magazine that helped to shape many a minds- young and old- and
created an important platform of communication in the genre of not only Bengali, but Indian
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literature. The year 2013 also celebrates the 150 th birth anniversary of Upendrakishore. As an
ode to commemorate both the occasions- three special issues of Sandesh were launched in 2013.
The first issue was published in the 2nd week of May (2013) during the Bengali New Year or
Naba Barsho. The second issue was published as a 300 pages-special Sharadiyo-issue during the
time of Durga Puja in October 2013, and the third and final volume was released at the
occasion of the Kolkata International Book Fair in December-January 2013-14. The
announcement of a special celebration of the centenary of the magazine was put across to all
readers in its May issue observed through December 28-31 by a special exhibition to be held at
the Nandan auditorium complex in the city of Kolkata (West Bengal, India).
The journey
Described by Andrew Robinson as the culmination of a ―quarter of a century‘s imaginative
affection for young people.‖ (Satyajit Ray: The Inner Eye, pp:23), Sandesh started as an attempt
to merge the worlds of vivid imagination along with ideation of scientific as well as artistic
knowledge, information and understanding. Upholding this very essence is the first cover of the
very first issue of Sandesh magazine from 1913- a reminiscent of an age-old tradition of
storytelling within a household- as the picture shows a grandmother narrating from a storybook
to her grandchildren. As the magazine continued its journey with tumultuous challenges of
financial constraints obstructing its way every few years, Sandesh nevertheless, acted as the
steppingstone for many simple ideas that took shape through the literary credits of the extended
Ray family- Upendrakishore, Sukumar, Satyajit and later Sandip Ray, Nalini Das and Leela
Majumdar. The magazine also stands as the benchmark for witnessing the beginning of the
career of other significant authors of Bengali literature, including Ajeyo Roy, Shishir Kumar
Majumdar, Rebanta Goswami, Gauri Dharmapal and Jeevan Sardar, amidst others. In an attempt
to stay updated and renew attempts to reach out to its target audience, the rigorous efforts of
including new authors continued later on under Sandip Ray (son of Satyajit Ray and present
editor of the magazine) as well- with the inclusion of new-age authors like Rajesh Basu and
Aniruddha Dey, as well as art historian Sovan Shome, Sankha Ghosh and educationist Nabaneeta
Dev The topic of Sandesh also started getting a fresh look from the addition of new-age authors
under Sandip Ray- from 250 years of Mozart to writings of historians, as mentions Sandip in a
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recent interview with the Indian English daily- The Indian Expressiii - "I wanted our readers to
have a worldview. So, we invited art-historians and scholars to write for us too.‖
The word Sandesh means both ‗Sweetmeat‘ as well as ‗Information‘. It was started in 1913 by
Upendrakishore Ray. During the time his son Sukumar Ray was away in Britain for his studies.
The first issue appeared in May 1913 and included some illustrations of his son- Sukumar Raywhich he sent from Britain. Upendrakishore published it till his death in 1915- when it was
finally taken over by his son. Looked after by his mentor, Upendrakishore – was the ―chief
contributor and illustrator‖ and also the ‗main-man‘ behind the creation of most of the stories,
articles, drawings and paintings, riddles and poems. The magazine was given a shape through the
ideation of Upendrakishore as a monthly that would reach out to children of all ages and bring
the art of storytelling closer to them- which could be easily related to with the help of deft
illustration. He was a deft painter and was at equal ease with the use of pen and brush as well as
pencil. As a guru, guide and mentor, Upendrakishore has also been mentioned to have been
emotionally associated with Sandesh to leave an impression in his personal life. Thus Robinson
mentions, ―No doubt it also- along with his violin playing- helped to take Upendrakishore‘s mind
off his worsening diabetic conditions, which appears to have been aggravated by the disruption
of drugs from Europe caused by the World War I.‖ (pp.: 23)
With an early introduction under his father, Sukumar Ray‘s initiation into Sandesh- as the editor
in 1915- started off a new epoch not only in the life of the magazine and Sukumar himself, but
also in the history of Indian literature. One of his noteworthy and featuring amidst his very first
creations as part of the early introductions into Sandesh- was the poem- Khichuri (Hotchpotch)
in 1914. It has been critically analysed over the years to be a worthy reflection of the
contemporary time- mocking the ―solemnity of the Brahmos who surrounded Sukumar in the
Samaj‖ on one hand, as well as ―those Bengalis obsessed with using swadeshi products instead
of foreign ones, those who pigeon-hole life in dogmas, and those who distrust the scientific
attitude towards medicine as foreign-inspired‖- in the other. (Ibid: 24). With the birth of Sandesh
under Upendrakishore as the magazine set forth on a mission to establish itself under a specific
readership, the hands of Sukumar gave it a boost to escalate it towards a new direction with a
classic sense of comic-relief and satire. This was important as Upendrakishore too used satire as
an important tool of communication, but Sukumar‘s comic-expression rendered a degree of
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originality in expression and ideation. The very birth of Bengali classic-comic manifestation of
Sukumar through Sandesh, also created a special place amidst the genre of Indian literature.
Explains Robinson (Ibid: 23-24), ―…whatever the limitations of translation, no non-Bengali
speaker can look at the Stortle, the Whalephant or the Porcuduck (to use their paler English
names) and miss the fertility of Sukumar‘s imagination, even if its full flavor eludes him.‖
Provided below is a translation by Satyajit (son of Sukumar Ray) of Sukumar Ray‘s ‗Khichuri’
(Hotchpotch)- first appeared a hundred years back in Sandesh- (Ibid:23-24)
A duck once met a porcupine; they formed a corporation
Which called itself a Porcuduck (a beastly conjugation!).
A stork to a turtle said, “let’s put my head upon your torso;
We who are so pretty now, as Stortle would be more so!”
The lizard with the parrot’s head thought: Taking to the chilli
After years of eating worms is absolutely silly.
A prancing goat-one wonders why-was driven by a need
To bequeath its upper portion to a crawling centipede.
The giraffe with grasshopper’s limbs reflected: Why should I
Go for walks in grassy fields. now that I can fly?
The nice contented cow will doubtless get a frightful shock
On finding that it’s lower limbs belong to a fighting cock.
It’s obvious the Whalephant is not a happy notion:
The head goes for the jungle, while the tail turns to the ocean.
The lion’s lack of horns distressed him greatly, so
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He teamed up with a deer- now watch his antlers grow!
Thus continued the journey of Sandesh under Sukumar Ray for a few years- reinventing Bengali
literature and the genre of Bengali children‘s magazines. In the process, new paradigms of
expression were rediscovered. This was achieved through combining meticulously humour,
literature, current affairs and world news from around the globe- put into a single publication in a
manner that helped to appeal to the young mind of contemporary years. However, the journey of
Sandesh was not smooth under Sukumar Ray as well, and within a short span of almost eight
years, it once again came to a standstill at the untimely death of Sukumar Ray in 1923
(September 10). After the death of Sukumar, his younger brother Subinay took charge of
Sandesh. Nevertheless, in 1925, the publication of the magazine was stopped- ―only to be
revived in 1929- by the publisher who had purchased the machinery of Upendrakishore's firm.
Subinay Ray remained one of the editors in this period too. In 1934 it again ceased
publication.‖iv
Thus, facing tumultuous times once again- Sandesh went into a long hibernation for 30 years- till
it was resuscitated by his son Satyajit Ray in 1961.
Satyajit and a poet friend of his, Subhash Mukherjee, brought out the first issue of the revived
Sandesh in May 1961 on Ray‘s 40th birthday. In it were reprints of two of the best early stories
and illustrations of Upendrakishore and Sukumar, a piece by Tagore as well as new works by
Ray‘s aunts Lila Majumdar and Sukhalata Rao- by then successful children authors, and pieces
by his uncle Subimal Ray (Chhotokaka) and others. Satyajit himself contributed only a
translation of Edward Lear‘s poem about the Jumblies (to be followed later by his translations of
‗Jabberwocky‘ and the poems in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland). (Robinson 296-297)
Once revived, Satyajit soon felt the need to keep ‗feeding‘ the monthly with new stories and thus
began his career as a children‘s story writer and illustrator on a regular basis. Interestingly
enough, this started a new career in the life of Satyajit as well as noted Robinson, ―He had no
notion then that within about 15 years his writing would become so popular in Bengal it would
provide his main financial support as a film-maker, rather than the other way round.‖ (Ibid: 297)
Soon, the magazine created a comfortable niche for itself in the market of Bengali readers in and
around Kolkata, though the circulation always was limited due to financial constraints. With the
varied artistic touch of Satyajit rendering a special perspective with carefully drawn illustrations,
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Sandesh soon saw the publication of Jakhon Chhoto Chhilam (When I was Small) with ―realistic
illustrations‖ in a series (Ibid), as well as his aunt- Punyalata‘s memoir- Chhelebelar Dinguli
(Those Childhood Days). Both the series have later been published as books and has been a
favourite for many readers (available both in Bengali and English translations) through decades.
(Ibid).
As mentioned earlier, even after its revival, Sandesh faced financial constraints. The magazine
was supported by Satyajit himself financially for some time. Soon, he felt the need and necessity
to ―put the venture on a more business-like basis‖. Thus, was brought two significant persons in
the history of Sandesh- Nalini Das (Nini) - Satyajit‘s cousinv, who was also a well-known
teacher as well as a writer and Lila Majumdar- Ray‘s aunt

vi

. Both joined the management of

Sandesh and also the editorial desk. From 1963 Satyajit Ray formed a non-profit literary cooperative, "Sukumar Sahitya Samavaya Samity Ltd.", and this Co-operative ran the magazine for
some time, till it disintegrated many years later. Thus Sandesh was blessed with not only a new
look but a set of three significant persons to plan its activities in years to come.
As a new epoch in the life of Sandesh began alongside that of Satyajit‘s, the magazine also
helped to give him an entirely new identity as well- that of a person who is intrinsically
associated with children‘s literature. This is also prominent through Robinson‘s words as he
mentions, ―It is clear from the way Satyajit‘s two co-editor‘s talk about him that they regard
Manik (Ray) primarily as a writer and illustrator for children, rather than as a film-maker.‖
However, Satyajit‘s contribution of re-discovering the magazine- was a continuous source of
thinking. He always had the regret that the ‗look‘ and ‗feel‘ of the magazine did not have the
same appeal it had when he was a child and with a circulation of merely 500, it did seem to be a
far-fetched dream. To a great extent though, Nalini Das pointed out (Ibid) that it was one of
Satyajit‘s faults that the magazine was always looking forward to funds but could never really
garner the correct kind of advertisers as was needed. She adds, though she begs him to write
letters to advertisers and others on behalf of Sandesh, ―he usually refuses‖ as he was ―not the
type to go to someone else‖ and ―someone else has to come to him.‖ Though facing financial
crunches, thus was born through the diligent efforts of Satyajit- one of the earliest examples of
his most loved short stories- Bankubabur Bandhu as well as Feluda and Prof. Shonku- all having
seen their initiation in the pages of Sandesh. Adds Sandip Ray- son of Satyajit Ray and present
editor of Sandesh- "My father made it more interactive. His cover designs were replete with
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visual punning and cryptic clues, something children enjoy. It was meant for children belonging
to middle-class Bengali families, not merely those in urban areas but also in small towns and
villages. He even invited first-time writers from the districts to contribute. vii ‖ Thus, Sandesh
grew in leaps and bounds- reaching the hearts of thousands across geographical limitations and
made its small niche in the world of Bengali popular culture.
Sera Sandesh (The Best of Sandesh) - a large hard-cover book- issued by the publishers of
Satyajit‘s Bengali books in 1986 to celebrate the 25 th anniversary of the magazine- gives a fine
sense of his skills as an illustrator. Satyajit‘s illustrations have been specified to range ―as widely
as his film‖ and he can handle a brush or a pen as ―exquisitely‖ as some of the Far Eastern artists
he copied at Santiniketan under Nandalal Bose, or as ―audaciously as the brashest comic-strip
draughtsman‖ (Ibid). Thus, his artwork is often described to be different from other illustrators in
Sandesh and other Bengali magazines in ―vitality, humour and freedom from cliché‖- which is
―particularly true of his caricatures and fantasy drawings.‖ (Ibid).
Inspite of imparting a fresh touch through illustrations that made him stand apart in years to
come, Satyajit‘s drawings and illustrations for Sandesh has often been criticised to not have
reached and ―achieved the heights of Upendrakishore‘s and Sukumar‘s best work‖ (Ibid:298).
This has been explained by Satyajit as he stated that- his works were more for a wider
circulation- embracing both- the feeling for people from his grandfather and the comic eye of his
father. Mentions Satyajit, about the differences in illustrations, ―My grandfather had a wonderful
feeling for faces and types.‖ He also adds ―He could do a Brahmin so marvelously. He could do
kings, crafty people and simple village folk and ghosts, demons and goblins. He even illustrated
one Chinese folktale, there he used a Chinese technique. Whereas my father had an incomparable
talent for comic drawings, which grandfather probably wouldn‘t have been able to do so well.
There‘s no one like him in India.‖ (Ibid).
Though Sandesh continued its journey through illustrations and stories that enthralled its readers
and created history through its each issue, its journey was once again disrupted through the
untimely death of three significant persons associated with its publication- Satyajit Ray, Nalini
Das and Asokananda Das- in 1992-93- within a span of 14 months. By 1994, a gradual
deteriorating health and old-age also made Leela Majumdar unable to continue the work of an
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Executive Editor. Finally, in 1993-94- Sandip Ray- the son of Satyajit Ray took over the charges
of the magazine, but the financial constraints and their own inexperience in the genre, followed
by severe competition from the market of New Media and global competition made them face
hard challenges. The circulation dropped steadily, incurring losses and the magazine kept
gasping for breath, with mere black and white photographs adorning the pages or several issues
being skipped occasionally. Between July 2005 and April 2006, the magazine skipped several
issues and since May 2006, it skipped four issues. In-between, in 2003 Sandesh received a fresh
boost from a donation from The Ford Foundation, USA, to make the magazine financially viable
and since August 2006, the magazine has taken to regular publication, however interwoven with
several irregularities in between. Over the last few years though, the primary focus has become
three issues per year (as mentioned earlier in the paper) - with each issue having 96 to 160 pages.
Amidst this, one of the most awaited is the Sharodiyo-issue (September-October) with more than
300 pages with significant contributions from authors across all genres in Bengal.
ConclusionThe history of printing and its introduction in India has always been an eventful phenomenon.
The very ethos of printing was initiated under the East India Company as a voice against
oppression and corruption of the government and the society. Interestingly enough, the initiative
was taken by an Englishman- William Bolts in 1766

viii

. Thereafter, the journey of dailies and

weeklies continued in India- travelling from the domain of mainstream English dailies and
weeklies to regional ones- especially under the leadership of erudite scholars, thinkers and
philosophers, including Raja Rammohan Roy, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Henry Louis Vivian
Derozio and others- who all helped to shape the thoughts and thinking-patterns of generations of
Bengalis. Thus, from the third quarter of 18 th century till the first quarter of 20th century- India
witnessed a significant growth and development of print and news-formats. This took place both
at the levels of technology as well as expression in the form of writing.
As mainstream dailies and monthlies started to make their presence felt, the history of Bengali
childrens‘ magazines started off with their own perspectives- nearly 150 years ago. This can best
be witnessed from Sandesh's chequered history- that spoke of the beginning of Bengali
children‘s magazines. It started with a propaganda magazine called Satya Pradeep, established
by the Christian Vernacular Education Society in 1860. Its intention was to spread the ‗teachings
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of Christ to Bengali children‘ in an ‗informative and educational manner‘ ix . Sandesh followed
almost half-a-century later, paving the way for others like Mouchak and Anandamela. In the
period when it stopped publishing (1935-1961), another star was born, Shuktara. Established by
Subodh Majumdar of the renowned Dev Shahitya Kutir publishing house in East Bengal (now
Bangladesh), it had a difficult birth though. "Majumdar lost a lot of assets after partition. He had
to start from scratch. Being a lover of literature, he wanted a profitable venture but also
something that would speak to the future citizens of new India. That's when the idea of a
children's magazine was born," says Shantipriya Bandyopadhyay of the magazine x . It is also
important to note and mention about specific other Bengali children‘s magazines from Bengal
which also grew with time, survived and remained a significant part of the popular culture, e.g.
Shuktara, Anandamela, Mouchak and Kishore Bharati.xi
As English and mainstream Bengali newspapers continued to flourish amidst the changing
circumstances, the survival of a magazine with minimal financial strength stands as a noteworthy
example in the modern world of globalization. Through time, Sandesh- grew to become an
important part of popular culture in India that renders an ethos of ideation towards the making of
regional literature in the country. Influencing many literary ventures in Bengali for future
generations, Sandesh is important as it is a witness to the making of history of Bengali children‘s
literature in India. To Sandesh- the world of modern Bengali literature also owes an important
feature- bridging the gap between common masses, young minds and so-far concerned as elitist
writers of the century. Arising above the remaining magazines of the contemporary age- which
were worked upon by the likes of Keshab Chandra Sen (Balak Bandhu), Gyanadanandini Devi
(Balak) or Shibnath Shashtri (Mukul) - Sandesh, for the first time, brought together stalwarts like
Rabindranath Tagore, Abanindranath Tagore, Jagadish Bose and Satyendranath Tagore, writing
short stories, novels and poems for childrenxii .
Speaking about the cultural blend of the magazine, the discussion remains incomplete without a
mention about the cover design, art and illustrations of the magazine. Each charted and crafted
carefully, the cover photographs always carried a sincere flavor of sweetness of its own. The
pictures on the cover always helped to portray a theme as well as a message to reach the target
audience. The very first issue of the magazine that Upendrakishore brought out- showed a
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significant theme that helped to create a space for itself by showing a grandmother reading out to
small children from a storybook. The design and its usage of colour and the soft touches of the
facial features of the grandmother as well as the children- was helpful to make people associate
the magazine with children as well as the art of storytelling.
With time, as the editors changed, so did the illustrations. Some of the best artworks were
rendered by Satyajit himself and included many themes- from Indian mythology to folk and oral
traditions as well as illustrations that often helped to commemorate some of his own stories.
Mention should be made of one of the early artworks by Satyajit of 1961- the very year when it
was resuscitated by him. The illustration, carefully drafted, with the use of minimal colours on a
vibrant blue backdrop- showed the monkey king- Hanuman- carrying a mountain of sweetmeats
on his head. The reference was to a popular episode from the famous Indian mythology‗Ramayana.‘ The episodexiii , as well as the character- Hanuman himself- are popular household
names amidst children in India through all times. The association of a popular story from the
Indian epic, assisted to once again associate the essence of the magazine with the theme of
storytelling- that helped to popularise it nearly fifty years back from the time Satyajit relaunched
it in 1961. In due course of time, Satyajit‘s dexterous sketching and drawings- as is evident from
his skillfully drawn illustrations from his advertising days as well as the posters of his filmswere also prominent on the pages of Sandesh. Thus, were created the artworks for popular stories
revolving around Satyajit‘s famous characters- Feluda and Prof. Shonku and their adventures.
The artworks became popular and vivid in the published books that followed as a collection of
the short stories published earlier in Sandesh. As the tradition of brilliant illustrations continued
to adorn the covers of the magazine throughout the tenure of Upendrakishore, Sukumar and
Satyajit Ray, though mellowed down in intensity from its former creators, the vibrancy of the
pictures maintained a rhythm even in following years under Sandip Ray. Many artists were also
roped into the effort to lend a helping hand. They tried to continue the same tempo of the
pulsating illustrations. Similar sentiments were echoed in the words of artist Shubho Roy
(specifically stating his work experience to draw a cover of the magazine in 2011) as he
mentioned in his blog- ―I had in mind the simple 3-color (sometimes 4-color) designs by Ray
(Satyajit). Sandesh covers, for me, have always been about a very simple brand of humor & that
famous Sandesh smile – that toothy grin of surprise & innocence. Also, the pair of mascots (the
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boy and the girl), and that pot of sandesh (the sweet, which returns from time to time as a visual
clue) had to be there. There was always going to be a reference to printing, as Upendrakishore‘s
pioneering printing house U Ray & Sons (where the first Sandesh was printed) comes to mind,
along with Satyajit‘s science fiction fantasies with a youthful intermingling of diverse scientific
technologies. I also remember the illustrations of W Heath Robinson, the British cartoonist,
whose elaborate drawings of fantastic contraptions were always a special attraction of Sandesh. I
knew I had to bring all these elements together to sum up what Sandesh meant to me. Since
Sandesh never had a fixed logo, or a masthead, designing a cover art meant an integrated
lettering – each Sandesh cover has a unique masthead. xiv‖
Though the magazine never had a masthead as per say like any other print publication (whether a
daily or a monthly), yet the illustrations managed to convey a strong sense of bonding with the
brand name. Perhaps, this is one of the vital reasons that the mastheads could be utilised
effectively to convey messages for the young readers and thus, the magazine grew to be
recognised not by its masthead, but by its very ethos and essence. Each and every issue of the
magazine thus, created a space for itself through visual communication with its target audiencebridging popular culture to the quintessential elements of oral traditions and mythologies. Thus,
the illustrations of the magazine, quite like the stories and other contents within, made a special
mark for themselves.
Though the stories and illustrations were landmarks in their own rights, yet, the magazine always
faced financial crunches from the very beginning when Upendrakishore started the monthly with
his own funding. The trying situations continued even in later stages under both Sukumar Ray as
well as Satyajit Ray and saw the biggest challenges under the present editor- Sandip Ray. The
circulation suffered as a result of lack of sagacious business ideations to boost sales and inspite
of the inclusion of new authors by Sandip Ray, the circulation plummeted from 20,000 a decade
ago to a few thousands recentlyxv. These circumstances were echoed in the words of authorChanchal Ghosh- a regular contributor to the magazine, "We were never really a profit-making
enterprise. Even during the best of times we would barely scrape through. We don't have regular
staff. Now we barely manage to get ad revenue. We can't carry on like this. xvi " At present, the
worsening financial situations have made it difficult to even bring forth three issues per year of
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the magazine. Thus, straining throughout its course of history with financial problems, it is
important to ponder for a while the words expressed by Satyajit‘s cousin- Nalini (as written
earlier) - that the magazine never seemed to gear up for a market of rigorous advertising and
competition. Expressed in an old article in May issue (2013 centenary celebration issue)
Upendrakishore too, wanted to keep Sandesh away from the market of competition and persisted
to devote his cause for story-telling, illustration and improved methods of printing towards
bringing better entertainment, education and knowledge to young-minds. Such concepts are
important in moulding the perception and readership of a magazine- finally transforming it into a
part of popular culture. This can also be found in the words of author Chanchal Kumar Ghoshalso a contributor to the magazine- ―The fact that Sandesh has survived for so long is no mean
effort. India has never really taken children's literature seriously. We don't believe that children
need magazines. There are hardly any significant children's magazines in Hindi and English
except Chandamama and Champak.‖xvii
Thus, from a strict business-perspective, though the idea of the survival and the continuation of
Sandesh sounds far from practical, but perhaps, this very ‗personal touch of catering to the
audience‘- is one of the most plausible reasons for Sandesh to have remained a magazine- loved
not only by children, but adults as well- across Bengalis not only in West Bengal (India) - but
around the globe. This fact remains an interesting aspect to note though Sandesh hardly finds a
place of mention amidst the other dailies, weeklies and monthlies across Bengal which has
greater

circulation

than

Sandesh.

The

explanation

of this

continuation

amidst

trying

circumstances is also echoed in the words of Sandip Ray in a recent interview with the Indian
English daily- The Indian Express, "When my grandfather started the magazine in 1913, he had a
noble cause at heart. He wanted to appeal to the creative side of children — inspire the
storytellers, adventurists and artists in them.‖xviii
The endeavor for survival across ten decades is an important example of the perceptiveness of
the Ray family to maintain a family-tradition that created many a bench-marks and reached
millions of hearts. Not only did it survive through the many ups and downs that always plagued
its growth and development, but managed to bear testimony to the beginning of new chapters in
the history of Bengali literature, culture and society. Thus, Sukumar Ray‘s Khichuri or Satyajit
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Ray‘s Feluda, Prof. Shonku or his other short stories or even Upendrakishore‘s stories for
children and the gamut of illustrations from across the three generations, contributed in shaping
an important part of the lives of more than two generations of Bengalis.
As Sandip Ray ponders about possible digitisation of the magazine xix , with print publications in
Bengali for children facing possible threats from Playstations, CD‘s, DVD‘s, children‘s cartoon
television channels, Sandesh might still survive the onslaught- something which its readers still
believe. The hope continues through the popularity and survival of the many popular books,
CD‘s, DVD‘s and websites containing the many stories, poems, anecdotes, illustrations and
drawings- all of which once originated from the pages of Sandeshxx . Thus, confirming the
popularity even in the present age of global competition, as the magazine proceeds towards its
101st year, Sandesh- across a century- is perhaps the only surviving example of popular culture
and regional mass media in India- which could truly transform sagaciously ‗information‘ into
‗sweetmeat‘- to be awaited impatiently and remembered and read fondly across all generations.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Fig-1: The front covers of the first two issues of Sandesh- brought out by Upendrakishore Ray Chowdhury- 1913

Fig-2: The poem Khichuri (translation provided within the paper)
by Sukumar Ray and the illustrations - both of which first appeared on the pages of Sandesh.

Fig-3 xxi : The cover of the first issue of the magazine published under the editorship of Satyajit Ray and Shubhash
Mukhopadhyay in 1961. The illustration used dexterously the use of minimum colours and a vibrant motion
(denoted by the clown and the handi/bowl of sweetmeats). The illustration was done by Satyajit Ray.
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Fig-4 xxii : One of the first covers made by Satyajit Ray- resembling a episode from the popular Indian epic- The
Ramayana- 1961. The cover also mentions the first editors of the magazine- Satyajit Ray and Shubhash
Mukhopadhyay.

Fig-5 xxiii : One of the covers made by Satyajit Ray- showing the names of all the three editors of the magazineSatyajit Ray, Leela Majumdar and Nalini Das. The illustration also resembles popular stories from oral traditions of
Bengal- denoted by the Mayurpankhi boat (boat with a peacock masthead)- which is also a recurring motif in
Bengali fairy tales- often has been mentioned to be used by merchants to sail off to faraway lands in search of
treasure and adventure.
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Fig-6 xxiv: Two colourful covers from issues published after Satyajit Ray passed away and his wife - Bijoya Ray
started assisting Leela Majumdar in the desk as an editor. The essence of the magazine continued with vibrant
sketches- speaking of changing times, technology as well as oral traditions and storytelling.

Fig-7 xxv: A cover from Sandesh 2011 by Shubho Roy, Rarh Design Studio- when the magazine was under the
editorship of Sandip Ray. Though the theme remained essentially targeted at young minds, the illustrations kept
pace with changing times .
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ENDNOTES-

i

Heritage and Us - Year 2, Issue 1, Mar/Apr 2013.pp 43-44

ii

Upendrakishore Ray Chowdhury as well as his son Sukumar Ray was a playwright, author, illustrator, printer and
publisher. His grandson Satyajit Ray was a playwright, illustrator, editor and publisher as well as a filmmaker.
Satyajit’s son Sandip Ray- who is also the present editor of the magazine- is also a filmmaker. The works of each
generation survives through many volumes of books which have made their niche place amidst world literature.
Being a Oscar awarded filmmaker himself, the movies of Satyajit Ray ha ve and remains significant to inspire many
generations of filmmakers- both in India and abroad. Sandip Ray’s movies have received good critic reviews as well
in recent times.
iii

http://www.indianexpress.com/news/growing-pains/1119728/0

iv

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandesh_(magazine)

v

Joined from 1974, as the honorary joint editor of the magazine, and was also the Executive Editor of the

magazine, along with her husband- Asokananda Das- as the honorary Publisher.
vi

Leela Majumdar joined Sandesh from 1963 as honorary joint editor.

vii

http://www.indianexpress.com/news/growing-pains/1119728/0

viii

th

The history of printing in India dates back to the third quarter of 18 century- when William Bolts published the
first ever newspaper in India in 1766. He also published a 500 pages book about the rampant corrup tion of the East
India Company in India and the hardships faced by the Indians. It was within a matter of time that Bolts was sent
back to England within two years of establishing the press. However, it was not long after Bolts when James
Augustus Hickey published his Bengal Gazette/General Calcutta Adviser in 178- being a four-page newspaper,
measuring 12"x8". Also being against the East India Company, Hickey’s newspaper printed news about the internal
news of the employees of the company. This seemed to loom large as a problem by the Company and they soon
fined Hickey severely, as well as sending him to prison for four months. Within a year’s time, the newspaper died a
natural death due to severe constraints of the Company. In 1781 followed India Gazette- which was a proGovernment newspaper and against Hickey. Thus, started the tumultuous ride of dailies in India in the mainstream
language of the East India Company- English.
ix

http://www.indianexpress.com/news/growing-pains/1119728/0

x

Ibid

xi

Shuktara brought together some of the best minds of Bengal, among them the celebrated cartoonist Narayan

Debnath. His strip about the two bumbling boys called Handa and Bhonda for Suktara attracted instant attention.
"My characters were based on observations. I was talking about the boys of those times through these characters.
The way they talked and dressed, everything was designed to make them more relevant to the young," says
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Debnath. As years passed, Handa and Bhoda kept pace with the times. "The trick is to never underestimate
children," says Debnath. In 1968, when Kishore Bharati was launched, Ray had already re-established Sandesh.
Suktara too was doing well. "But there was nothing really for adolescents. My father, Dinesh Kumar
Chattopadhyay, thought that we needed to fill that void. As a magazine targeted at adolescents, Kishore Bharati
did more than that," says Tridib Chatterjee, its editor. It had an agony aunt column, a column for medical problems
and an editorial dedicated to contemporary issues. "Our latest editorial is on the chit fund debacle. We have tried
to keep up with the times. Something that Sandesh failed to do," says Chatterjee.http://www.indianexpress.com/news/growing-pains/1119728/0
xii

http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2013-04-17/kolkata/38615059_1_satyajit-ray-sukumar-ray-ujjal-

chakraborty
xiii

The episode from Ramayana speaks about- A major and ferocious battle was taking place between the evil
forces of king Ravana of Lanka and King Rama from Ayodhya. In the battle, Rama’s brother - Lakshmana gets
injured severely and is instructed by the doctor that a specific plant- Sanjeewani- can save him. However, the plant
grows in a faraway mountain- Gandhamadhan Parvat. To raeach the place, one needs to cross the vast ocean and
none is able to do that in a short period of time. Hanuman had the unique power of flying and reducing or
increasing his body size. He was also capable of lifting extreme heavy weights. Thus, Hanuman was instructed to
fetch the plant. Hanuman flew off and reached the mountain, but failed to identify the plant. He dislodged and
uprooted the entire mountain and flew back. The plant was identified and used by the doctor and Hanuman once
again flew back to return the mountain to its original place and returned to his base camp Lakshman was rescued
thus.
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MY FEELINGS

These things happen
When my logic halts near its door
Only it’s to feel while it runs on…
I bleed as I was born as a sonar chaand 1
Though it’s not for the whole day
Yet goes on and on with obvious appearances
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After a spell ,then it becomes close to my thoughts
When some human chew me up like a bitch.
Note:
1

sonar chaand is a Bengali expression for ‘golden moon’. Here the use is ironical. As
if one enjoys the privilege in some quarters of life like education, employment, etc due to
birth in a low caste!

2.
PHOOLAN DEVI
At the age of twenty four
She gun fired all
Against humiliation
Her determination registered
Oh! Phoolan, you have come from
The lowest caste
From a marginalised village.
Oppressors of women, be aware of it—
She resists at some points;
Every woman is a Phoolan in spirit.

Translator
Dr Jaydeep Sarangi is a leading scholar, editor and critic on marginal literatures. Dr.Jaydeep
Sarangi is an Associate Professor in English, Dept. of English at Jogesh Chandra Chaudhuri
College (Calcutta University), 30, Prince Anwar Shah Road, Tollygunj PO; Kolkata-700033,
WB, India. He edits, New Fiction Journal.
E mail: jaydeepsarangi@gmail.com Blog: http://authorjaydeepsarangi.blogspot.in/
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Gluttony
Bimalendu Haldar
Sree Charan’s son was Prellad, and Prellad’s son was Gobindo. The Gobindos were Kayers.
Kayer meaning Kahars. The word has changed to Kayer in the common tongue. Earlier, they
were palanquin-bearers. Bearers of wedding palanquins, the zamindar’s palanquins.

Even the

nouveau riche would travel on palanquins then,- would get their wives home in palanquins.
Nowadays, though, palanquins are no longer used. So they have taken to farming, or to working
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as hired help in people’s homes. Gobindo went one level higher. He worked under the masterartisan. Every morning, after having a plate of paanta rice,1 he went out with a small jute bag on
his arm. In the bag was a tin of beedis,2 a match box, a thin towel, and a torn lungi3 . He took the
train from the Mathropur station and got down either at Sonarpur or at Baruipur- wherever the
artisan told him to. By the time he finished his work, the evening had moved on and it was
almost dusk. Some days, it would be late in the night.
This morning found Gobindo sitting at a corner of the open space in front of their kitchen. He
sat and stared at the sky. Then he stared at the trees around him. A crow sat on the corner tree
and cawed itself hoarse. He observed the crow attentively. Then he stared for some time at the
pond in front. Finally, he turned his gaze on his wife Manti, and broke into a grin.
The sky seemed strangely still, with a bulky belly. Just like his wife Manti.

Manti was ten

months pregnant. Any day now her time would come. The sky seemed about to break out too.
Gobindo didn’t feel very well. The clouded skies had irritated him. He didn’t feel like going to
work today. But if he didn’t go to work, he would not get his daily ration of food. What was he
to do?

Manti brought him his plate full of paanta rice with onions and chilly. Gobindo had

paanta everyday before he left for work. Returned late. Today he would take the three o’clock
local train and get down at the Mathurapur station, from where he would walk all this distance. It
would take a long time. But he didn’t mind that. He was in no hurry. After getting down from
the train, he would walk along the Kattara pond, along the mango orchard of the Mallick’s, then
by the bamboo groves and, glancing to this side and the other, would wend his way towards
home.
Once Gobindo went out to work, his wife Manti put the latch up on the door and started out. She
would hunt around and gather various greens like water spinach, kshude keshto and natbine. If

1

Cooked rice, soaked and left to ferment overnight. A common meal in rural eastern India, it is known as pakhla
bhaat in Orissa and as poitabhaat in Assam.
2

3

Beedi is a tobacco rolled in a dry leaf. It is cheaper than cigarettes and known as the poor man’s cigar.
A sarong worn around the waist by men in South and South -East Asia.
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she didn’t find these, she would get some of the lesser greens like kulpo shujni, or gime saag,
thalkul, mite, himche, kochor. If those too were hard to come by, she would collect some
drumstick leaves from the Ghosh’s garden. At times, she would manage to steal a banana, or a
radish or a brinjal from someone-or-the-other’s land. Then she would boil these with some salt
and gulp them down. People said she was a glutton. And that her gluttony had lately increased.
She had a child inside her now. Her man could hardly give her enough to eat, and so she drooled
day and night. Manti did not pay much attention to all this talk. She focused on her own work.
The family was hers. What good would it do her to listen to people? She knew all about
Gobindo’s prowess.
Rubbing the chilly well into the paanta rice, Gobindo began to slurp it down noisily, pausing at
times for bites on the onion. The rains began. He looked up once to curse the sky. Manti sat
leaning on the bamboo post of the verandah. As he looked up, Gobindo caught sight of Manti
staring at him.
-Ei, why you looking at me like that?
- Looking.
-Looking? What are you looking at?
- Not feeling well, you said. But one full plate of paanta with onions and chillies you gulp down
quick enough.
- What is that to you, you bitch? Do I eat on your father’s money?
- My father’s a poor man. If he had money, he would not have hung me around your useless
neck.
- Stop nagging. Get to your work. I’m not going out today.
- Oh, I know that.
Manti stood up. She picked up the plate with her left hand, swept up the spilled rice grains with
her right, and carried the plate to the kitchen. The rains had eased a bit, though the rainwater still
rolled over their tin roof and fell in a stream. The storm too was passing over. Manti washed her
hands in the rainwater and wiped them on her aanchal. There was a packet hanging behind the
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curtain. She put that on her head as a cover.

On seeing her preparing to go out, Gobindo

bellowed,
-Where you going?
- To the Mollah’s fort.
-What do you want there?
- The pond in the fort is full of Koi and Magur fish4 . In these rains, they’ll all be coming up. I’ll
go catch a few. Will get us some money if we can sell them.
- That place’s a jungle. Snakes are all over the place. You want to go there for some money?
Why’re you such a glutton?
-Well, so I am a glutton. Why can’t you earn some more then? Then I won’t need to be such a
glutton.
- Why, don’t I earn?
- Ah yes, sackfulls of money! So exactly how much do you get?
- As much as the rate is for an assistant,- sixty rupees.
- So how much in hand?
-The craftsman takes his ten, the party takes ten too for their fund, or they won’t let us work, the
tiffin costs ten. Then about five for paan and bidis .
- And how much for the toddy?
- Oh a little of that is needed. After all that hard work, my whole body aches. I couldn’t pull
along without a little.
- Yesterday you gave me fifteen rupees. That’s about what you give me everyday- twelve or
fifteen rupees. You think that money is enough to buy rice, salt, oil, vegetables? You cleaned up
the rice just now. So what am I to eat? Do you see any grain left in the pot?
- And how will I know? You’re already done gulping your stuff.
- What does fifteen rupees get you, you jerk? After swallowing a bucket full of rice last night,
how much rice do you think can be left? And what a stomach- a kilo of rice is as little as snuff.

4

The climbing perch fish and the walking catfish, respectively.
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The more I want to keep my mouth shut, he’ll make me talk. So why don’t you go? Go, get lost!
Go to your folks! Let them come and run this beggar’s house. My greed, my hunger!
- Ei, don’t bring my folks into it, you bitch. I’ll get you otherwise.
- Try getting me, you bugger. I have the billhook in my hand. Will satisfy all your yearnings for
lives to come.
- Ei ei! What’s all this? And what am I to do? If all the money flows out from all sides, how on
earth do I hold the lot in?
- Why must you pay the party fund every day?
- Listen woman, they won’t let us work in the locality otherwise!
- And just what good does the party do me?
- How do I know that?
- Last season those goons from that place beat you up. Did your party save you then?
- Oh they’re all the same. All in cahoots with each other. If they see a poor man, they squeeze
him dry. Don’t I know!
- Forget it. I’m off to the Fort’s pond. Fish or whatever I get, you are taking it to the market.
And let’s not argue about that.
Manti was otherwise a quiet girl. But once angry, she would get aggressive and violent. Sensing
trouble, Gobindo wilted like puffed rice sprinkled with water.
The rain was a drizzle now as Manti went out. She took with her the billhook and a gunny bag.
Mollahs’ Fort was outside the village.

The place was overgrown with a jungle of bamboo,

sheora5 and the karamcha6 trees. Unusually dark even during the day, the area was darker now
with the overcast sky. Not a ray of sunshine got through. It was as if someone had wiped the
soot off the rice pots and smeared it all around. Thorny bushes and weeds formed a tangled mass
that caught at her legs. A tiny throb of fear clutched at her heart. But she braced herself and went
forward. There was no use going back. Not a grain of rice was left in the house. To add to the
5

6

rum berry tree
carronda trees
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problem, her man had not gone to work today. How would she run the house? The sudden rains
today had been lucky. If she managed to catch a score or so of fish, her job was done. They could
sell it off at the Purandarpuri bazaar. Fish were going at a high price now. If they could sell right,
it would be enough to take care of their needs for three days.
Oh Oh! The fish could be seen glittering in the sunshine on the waters near the Fort’s pond! The
koi fish were trying to get out of the water and up on the land. The magur went round in dizzy
circles on the grass. Manti caught them up and pushed them inside her sack as fast as she could.
Suddenly she felt a sharp bite on her hand. She snatched up her hand. It burnt. Blood was oozing
out. No more fishing today. Manti clutched the sack and the billhook to her chest and turned
home.
The rain hadn’t stopped. The drizzle continued. Manti could feel a wobbly sensation spreading
through her limbs. Her arms and legs felt strangely numb, and her head was beginning to ache.
Was it the child that moved in her stomach? Perhaps. Gobindo sat at the threshold puffing on his
beedi and looking up at the sky from time to time. He caught sight of Manti creeping along like
an ant, the sack clutched to her chest, her hand with the billhook pressed to her stomach.
The entire courtyard was muddy. Straw and peelings lay scattered around. Before Gobindo could
get up from where he was squatting, Manti collapsed on the ground. The sack fell out of her
hands. The rainwater still rolled down the tin roof in a long stream, but the rains had stopped.
The fish, escaping from the sack, thrashed about on this water.
By the time Gobindo came running up, Manti was already foaming at the mouth. Her head had
fallen forward. Gobindo held his hand under her nose. No, not a breath. What was he to do now?
Not finding anything else to do, Gobindo began to pick up the fish and put them back into the
sack.
The people from the village had crowded around. Poor thing, they said. The poor girl was too
greedy for her own good, they said to each other.
It was now late in the night. Not a sound anywhere. All the villagers were asleep. Gobindo had
been lying on the courtyard huddled in a blanket. He got up now. Lifting up his head, he saw
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Manti’s dead body lying as she had fallen. He stepped slowly into the kitchen. Then, lighting a
lamp, he sat down to clean and cut the fish.
There was not a cloud in the sky. The moon was up, bathing the courtyard in white moonlight.
The night-bird could be heard calling from far. Gobindo came out onto the courtyard with a plate
in his hands. He sat himself down near the door in the moonlight, and began to munch on the
fried fish.

Translator
Dr. Sipra Mukherjee is Associate Professor, Department of English, West Bengal State
University, India. mukherjeesipra@gmail.com
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Translations of Nazrul Songs

Let me remain half-known
If you wish not to know me
Let me remain half-known.
Does the moon care to know, where blooms
The hena blossoms on honeyed moon-lit nights.
Hidden in half-darkness, half in light,
Inhabiting the fringes of your all-acquainting gaze,
I knew you would forget the association,
My eyes could never forget.
With only this meager capital
Of my slight acquaintance
I forever fail to gather courage to communicate
The innermost thoughts of my heart.
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Drinking the honey of our little familiarity
I go about humming the tunes
Only you know and I know
None others have any clue.
(*this is a free translation of Kazi Nazrul Islam’s song Nai chinile amay jadi)
Love only my songs
Do not love me, beloved, love only my songs.
Who remembers to get acquainted with the wild bird after the song ceases.
Who hankers ever for the moon, indeed, all yearn for the moonlight
Even the veena lies neglected in the dust as the song ends.
You would not realize, how the heart of the lamp burns just to give light.
Alas! The tears of the thorny vine that blossom out as flowers
You’ve gathered the flowers—
but have you anything to give back to the empty sepal.
All quench their thirsts at the cool waters of the river
But care to search out from the oceans of pain
what thirst that river hides at the bottom of her heart.
(*this is a free translation of Kazi Nazrul Islam’s song Amay nahe go bhalobasho sudhu)
The Mirage
Rumjhum jhum jhum, rum jhum jhum,
Jingling anklets of date palm leaves,
Who goes there, who goes!
Rumjhum jhum jhum, rum jhum jhum
Her veil sways in the whirlwind
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Scattering flowers on the road dust.
Rumjhum jhum jhum, rum jhum jhum
The arrows in her brows arch like bodily swords
She goes by scattering garlands of stones on the road.
Her bouquet of pomegranate blossoms,
The rosy hue of her cheeks
Even the sacred Eid moon gets desirous.
Astride his Arabian steed the Persian prince
Still searches the Sahara for the seductive mirage in vain.
Alas! how many young wanderers have lost their way.
O how many wild deer have died desirous of her beauty.
Rumjhum jhum jhum, rum jhum jhum
Jingling anklets made from date palm leaves,
Who goes there, who goes!
(*this is a free translation of Kazi Nazrul Islam’s song Rumjhum jhum jhum)

Divine Dancer
Rumujhumu trills the sweet ankle bells
O who comes captivating in the guise of a dancing Natabar
The sweet ankle bells play on
O rumujhumu trills the sweet ankle bells
The flowers of the night shower down on those seductive feet
O those charming seductive feet
Can the full moon hide on a honeyed moonlit night?
The bird calls out for its mate yearningly amidst the woods
O who comes captivating in the guise of a dancing divine
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Rumujhumu trills the sweet ankle bells
(*this is a free translation of Kazi Nazrul Islam’s song Madhur nupur rumujhumu baje)

A Prayer
Hear my sweet prayer o Ghanshyam Giridhari Krishnamurari,
Please listen to my plea my cloud-dark-lifter of mountains, the killer of demons,
In your beloved Braj happiness only resides with you, o my beloved player of flutes.
Satisfy my sweet plea o Ghanshyam Giridhari Krishnamurari,
May it be my fortune to listen forever to the sweet strains of your flute, o my flute player
Everlastingly, at all times, may I hear your flute call
Ceaselessly may I hear your eternal flute call
Let my love, like the waters of the Jamuna river, flow forever upstream
O wanderer of the woods, may I cry my heart out embracing your feet like an anklet.
Please hear this sweet prayer o Ghanashyam, my dear dark beloved.
(*this is a free translation of Kazi Nazrul Islam’s song Mamo madhur minati shono)
Translator

A bilingual poet writing in English and Bengali, an academic and a translator based in
Kolkata, India, Sutapa Chaudhuri, PhD, is Assistant Professor in English at Dr. Kanailal
Bhattacharyya College in Howrah, India. sutapachaudhuri8@g mail.com
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Interview with Susie Tharu, conducted on 25 th July 2013

Susie Tharu is a professor at Dept of Cultural Studies, EFL-U. She is an academic, as well as
a social activist. She has been a member of Stree Shakti Sangathana, a Hyderabad-based
women’s organization since its inception in 1978. She is a founder member of Anveshi, a
research Centre for Women’s Studies in Hyderabad. She co-edited a monumental twovolume anthology Women Writing in India (1991-93) that has become a model for
subsequent work in this field. She also co– edited We Were Making History: Women in
Telangana People’s Struggle in1988. It is translated from Telugu Manaku Teliyani Mana
Charitra. She also co-edited Steel Nibs are Sprouting: New Dalit Writing from South India
Dossier 2.
Rajkumar Interviewed Susi Tharu on 25 th July 2013 at EFL-University. Susie Tharu spoke
about her personal experiences with the women's movement, her contributions and
involvement with the feminist organizations in Hyderabad, and her works from women
writing in India (1991) to the Latest Steel Nibs are sprouting (2013).
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Rajkumar: How do you look at the role of Volga, Telugu feminist writer in
disseminating the knowledge on feminism in Andhra Pradesh?
Susie: Volga stimulated the debate. There has often been controversy or debate or some
activity around her books or translations. This activity is always very important in raising the
level of discussion, infusing new energy into it, whether you agree or disagree but that debate
itself is very important. She translated the text three Generations as Mudu Tharalu. That was
also a debate. Volga’s work is very important. She I think is very important because of the
work she has done, her work as a writer, and she also translated into Telugu. I think
consistently right from very beginning she has been doing something and there is a certain
approach to feminism she has which is socialist feminist approach. But she has not touched
too much the questions of caste, and community. Chalam is an important figure through
Volga. She is the one who is pointing to how important chalam is. Because, she represents a
position and she has done a lot of work. There are some key moves that she has made. There
is one kind of colour of Telugu Feminism but there are others also.
Rajkumar: How do you see Sandhya, Progressive organization for women (POW) and
Geetha Ramasamy of HBT (Hyderabad Book Trust)?
Susie: Sandhya is known for her activism, and interventions. She has made some difference.
She used the whole domestic violence issue with the intensity. She has really made
something.

Geetha Ramaswamy published not a mainstream but completely alternative

publishing. She has invented that kind of publishing, and marketing. Only lately she has gone
into all feminist kind of literature. Earlier she was not doing so much with feminist literature
but Left and world literature.
Rajkumar: How do you look at the role of Anveshi, Research center for women’s
studies in the issues like domestic violence in Andhra Pradesh?
Susie: at Anveshi, we have not taken a Volga kind of position. We have also not gone in so
much into domestic violence. In terms of domestic violence, Suneetha and Vasudha did
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studies on domestic violence. I would say my position on domestic violence is that it is a very
important issue. It is the key issue in feminism. But we need to push the issue forward.
Feminism actually opens up the issue of domestic violence by saying it is not a private
matter. This is a public matter. Family is not outside the purview of the state. The major
contribution of Feminism is that it has shown the extent of domestic violence in all classes.
Family is not a happy, peaceful organization. For women it was a very dangerous place. It is
a huge breakthrough. I would say nearly everyone who is a feminist has experienced not
necessary physical violence but the Emotional, psychological, and personal violence of the
family. I feel there is always something even in a good relationship.
The position Anveshi has taken is to push the debate and try and understand it more. If we get
into solving people’s problem, then problems are so huge you need something like a state
structure to solve it. Small groups of individuals cannot deal with it. We can give it publicity
and we can raise discussions but we cannot solve this problem. If we get involved in every
domestic violence case, we can surely help the person and you feel like helping also. But
where will it get us. We do not have the energy to help everybody and unless we are able to
push the whole structure in some direction, we become like a parallel police or parallel
women’s home. Emotionally the cost is too high for us. If you get involved in everything, we
ourselves get depressed.

Sometimes we are not even helping her because we give her the

promise that we can solve this problem and we do not have that capacity. We have to find
intermediates of supporting her but also making her feel that somehow she has to find her
solution with the world.
I would say Anveshi does not have enough resources to take up these issues. If a political
party takes these issues, it will be more effective. But the small organization or the small
groups cannot manage. Finally, emotionally the woman (No women) does not want to break
that family at all. Everybody says that they want to break family but they do not want to do it.
So it is very complicated.
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Rajkumar: How do you view Anveshi in dealing with Dalit and Muslim questions in
Andhra Pradesh?
Susie: Anveshi has been much more open and concerned about issues of difference. Like
whether it is a Dalit issue or Muslim issue in Hyderabad. Consistently for almost twenty
years, we have been invested in it and taken it forward. We have been very interested in
seeing the connection between feminist thinking and other kind of thinking and why it is that
the old form of feminism is not hospitable and does not want easily invite Dalit women or
Muslim women. They do not feel that this is their place. That criticism and that thinking are
very central to Anveshi.
Kancha Ilaiah is among the first who raised the question of caste in Andhra Pradesh
discussion in late 1980s and early 1990s. Manaku Teliyani Mana Charitra (We Were Making
History ... Life Stories of Women in the Telangana People's Struggle) also does not discuss
caste. Caste is so important in that situation. There was no movement. Dalit movement did
not exist. There was not caste movement. All that began in the Late 1980s and 1990s. That is
the period in which all these issues come up. When they come up, Anveshi is alert and
accepts the criticism and try to respond and to be involved in and see what can be done.
Anveshi is a very mix and a different kind of place.
Rajkumar: How do look at the role of Anveshi in translating feminism?
Susie: Translation is a huge job in Anveshi. We do a lot of translation. Although it is not an
Anveshi Project, many from Anveshi are involved in translation in Women writing in India.
Shyamala’s stories “Father may be an elephant and mother only a small basket”. We made a
book in English before even a Telugu book has come.
Rajkumar: How long you were with the Sthri Shakthi Sangatana (women power
organization), an organization working for women (SSS)?
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Susie: I do not see myself separate from two big organizations that I have been part of. One
of them is Sthri Sakthi Sangatana (SSS) which we have started in 1978. This was a group of
consisting mainly women active in the Maoist (ML) party. Some of them were left the ML
Party. Some of them were still in the ML party. Many of the Anveshi members are Sthri
Sakthi Sangatana Members. Vasantha Kannabiran is also member of SSS. That is the mother
organization. It was very activist oriented. We took up issues. The first action that we have
taken is to stop the vegetable export which affected the three kinds of people. One is House
wives, women in the market (vegetable vendors) and Middle class women. We did two or
three processions and dharnas and we stopped it.
Quite few writings also have come from SSS. Then we have got involved in the whole
question of the Rape Law. That was the madhura case. That was the first our moving out into
the national level. We were different from many other activists because we were personally
involved in it. It is not that we were doing it for someone else. We were doing it for ourselves
and through that we see our self how we have connected to other people. We did many street
plays all over the city. One street play was about women growing up...What happens to her
when it ended with the violence in the family. Dr. K. Lalitha was very intensely involved in
the street plays. She was also involved with Deepa Danraj in making a couple of
documentaries on women. We were involved in public campaigns. We used to meet every
week in one of our houses. We would discuss a new book. Sometimes we had study sessions
to study an issue. We used to read, discuss and share personal experiences. These meetings
were very much. We used to look forward to these meetings. We used to learn new things
from these meetings.
The members of SSS are K. Lalitha, Veena Shatrugna, Vasantha Kannabiran, Myself,
Ratnamala, Ambika, Swarna (PDSU), Vasantha from Osmania, and there was some people
from RSU (Radical Student Union) and ML (Marxist Leninist) party. Later on Kalpana
Kannabiran joined. SSS gave life to this whole group of people.
Rajkumar: Why did you start Anveshi, Research Center for women studies?
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Susie: One of the reasons why we formed Anveshi is I think we found that SSS was may be
too ambitious that we were trying to do things that a Government department or a Political
party should do and we were not able to do. The agenda was too big. It was burning us out. In
many kinds of interventions that we were doing that we felt that we needed to consolidate and
good to have an institution and good to have some people who will work full time.

So

Anveshi was started. In a similar fashion Asmita. Asmita, Resource center for women has
some differences with Anveshi. According to me there are just personal issues. They are not
really philosophical issues. Both the organizations are formed from Sthri Shakthi Sangatana
(SSS).
Rajkumar: What do you think is the major difference between Anveshi and Asmita,
two feminist organisations in Hyderabad?
Susie: Asmita is little more interested in Literature. They took up the cause of women writers
and organize meetings with women writers. They would have women writers meetings.
Anveshi has been more broad based on the whole. Interested in Literature definitely but more
analytical, pushing towards more theoretical understanding of something, trying to engage
contradictions, where as you find Asmitha little more celebrated. They did a very big book of
important women in Andhra Pradesh. So Asmitha is little more into Art, into feminism
proper, into service and welfare kind of activities. Anveshi I think always keeping a more
critical and conceptual bias. There is some personal tension, affection and all of us think that
Asmita people are really great people and they may also say the same about us.
Rajkumar: When was POW (progressive organization for women) formed?
Susie: Before SSS (Sthri Shakthi Sangatana), there was POW. POW was from Osmania
University in 1973-74 before the Emergency. They brought out a Journal. It was called
Sthrivimukthi. Geetha Ramaswamy, Anuradha Gandhi, Mani meenan were involved in it. In
the emergency they all were imprisoned. Some of them got bail, escaped, and went into
hiding. Everything starts with POW not with SSS. Rameeza bee rape case was very
important. Then POW goes underground. After the emergency is lifted, many of the POW
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people are in SSS. Many of the SSS people are in Anveshi.

Asmitha is also formed by the

people from SSS.

Rajkumar: Could you explain about the Translation of feminist texts from Telugu to
English?
Susie: The knowledge of feminism that is going back to English from Telugu is very high. If
you look at Telugu Contribution of women writing in India, there are no Dalits. Though
many of the early poets (Bakthi) were Dalits, they were not conscious of that question. I
would say even Dalits were not conscious. The word is not being used.
We opened the book women writing in India with the debate between Kandukuri
Veereshalingam, a social reformer and Muddupalani. He attacks her and her poetry. He is
moralistic. There are other very important women who are editing journals and who are
critical of Veereshalingam but how their input was forgotten. Veereshalingam became very
big. The fact that even in his own time there were others disagreeing with him and saying
different things that get lost. So we went back to Telanagana movement in Manaku Teliyani
Mana Charitra, we also go back historically in women writing in India to say that there is a
lineage. They are not all saying the same things but the women issue is discussed in many
different ways and different things are happening. Can we tell that story? And If we tell that
story how is going to change the story which is commonly told in India?
Social reform movement in Bengal, Sati stopped. Widow Remarriages encouraged. Child
marriages stopped. So in every reform text book, there is a story. But we started asking
questions about that story, telling other stories that either changing the nature of that story or
contradicting that story or creating another kind of history. So that was an important activity.
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This was stimulated I would say by developments all over the world. The text Manaku
Teliyani Mana Charitra was inspired from the Mines in Chile.

The women took part in the

revolution in mines. There was a book about their experiences. It also has been translated into
Telugu.
Rajkumar: Also explain about the translation of Manaku Teliyani Mana Charitra into
English?
Susie: We quickly translated Manaku Teliyani Mana Charitra into English we were Making
History ... Life Stories of Women in the Telangana People's Struggle. There was a sense that
there is a wider feminist movement in India and this material should reach them also.
Simultaneously you find Telugu publication and English Publication next year.

We also

translated the material that was being written in other languages and published in other places
into Telugu.
Rajkumar: In women writing in India you said “we have taken pains therefore to
preserve the regional grain of the work”. Could you explain it?
Susie: “Regional grain” you can take it at a very simple level. You can also take it at a very
complex level. You can translate everything into a kind of all India Language. Many of the
concepts and words will be Hindi. Not to use the standard all India word or concept or
situation but to stay with the fact that this is Telugu into English. Not Telugu into Hindi into
English or in Telugu into Sanskrit into English. It is one of way of doing it.
The other is that there are specific regional histories. If you read the story of Muddupalani,
we had traced that regional history. The regional literary form that she was using, we tried to
keep that quality in the translation. So if we were translating from Gujarati, we could the
history and ambience of Gujarat remained in the text. Whereas before this Translations would
be done from the perspective that this is Indian Literature, Regional histories, debates and
regional context were not taken into account. It was like Indian writing being translated into
English. There was a national frame in which we have done it. We are pushing that National
Frame, opening it out; trying to look at what was sort of different regional trend. In the south,
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caste movements like Bakthi Movements come much earlier than the North. They come in
8th C and 9th C in Tamilnadu and Karnataka. Whereas by the time you get those movements in
the Indo-Gangetic Plane only in 15th and 16th Centuries. In the south, big temple building
activity takes place in the 16th and 17th Century.

Rajkumar: In women writing in India you said “we have to leave some important
sections because the translations failed” how translations failed?
Susie: Many times the failure of the translation is. You can translate not worrying about the
violence that you are doing to the original. Just rendering the meaning quickly into English or
making it into good English or not worrying about what the text is saying. Your eyes always
on the English Reader. So we wanted not to do that. For instance: women writing in India is
the first book in which we keep the Indian language word in italics for the first time but later
on we just make it an ordinary word. In our book first time you meet the Indian Language
word it is in italics and after that you will find it as an ordinary word. These were the big
things that were happening that time because that was not the practice. Why make every
Indian Language word look strange. It should look like any other word. So this whole
question of failure of translation is also inability. Special folk poetry we were not able to
translate. It is Very rhythmic, full of language formations, sounds and jokes in the sounds.
Huge amount of popular poetry is by women and women are the ones who make it all. When
you are grinding, pounding, cutting the rice or threshing. Not only will they remember the old
songs but they make new songs with the old tunes.
Being faithful to the text is very important to us because we are trying to capture what is
women are saying which is different from the standard format. So if it just becomes a
standard format of social reform, we lose what we are really trying to get.
Rajkumar: What do you say about your latest edited book with Dr. K. Satyanarayana
“Steel Nibs are Sprouting, New Dalit writing from south India?
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Susie: Five Telugu Dalit women writers are included in it. Four Jupaka Subadra, Gogu
Shyamala, Vinodini, Jajula Gowri are from Madiga Community. Challapalli Swarupa Rani is
from Mala.
We have also not included some people deliberately. Like Vijayabarathi, she writes a very
traditional kind of thing. In this book we were looking for the New Dalit writing not just Dalit
writing which is much more self-conscious.
Dalit women writers are saying …Feminism has to be enriched with the lives of Dalits who
are the majority. They are very interested in the feminist question. They are claiming
feminism. “I claim it. When I claim it I will change the nature of feminism”. There are very
important new questions which have come.
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Am I an upper caste or an untouchable?

Sharankumar Limbale (1956-) is an author, poet, Dalit-activist and literary critic. He is the
author of 44 books in Marathi. Sharankumar Limbale is best known for his autobiographical
novel Akkarmashi. The English translation of the autobiography is published by the OUP
with the title The Outcaste (Translated by Santosh Bhoomkar). His critical work Towards an
Aesthetics of Dalit Literature (2004) is considered as a signal work on Dalit literature in
India. No study on Dalit literature is complete without reference to this seminal book. His
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works are translated in Hindi, English, Malayalam, Tamil, Kananda, Punjabi, Gujarati and in
many other Indian regional languages. He is almost a household name in India. Critics,
students and scholars read his books and ideas with keen interest. Sharankumar Limbale is
almost a mentor for many writers and critics from different regions of India. For me
personally, he is a trendsetter of a genre which is synonymous with Dalit vision and
consciousness. It‟s an Indian social reality and no one can ever deny its context. Sharankumar
Limbale gives us parameters to read this corpus within Indian models and contexts.
Here he speaks, in conversation with Jaydeep Sarangi.
JS: Hello! Who are the writers inspired you in your formative days?
Sharan: My formative age is very complicated. In my school days I was inspired by Hindu
religious texts. In my high school days I was inspired by text book literature. In my college
days I was inspired by the so called main-stream literature. At this age, I was following old
foolish tradition. In my young days I came in contact with Dalit movement. And my whole
vision is radically changed. Dr. Ambedkar‟s thought and his movement inspired me and my
whole generation to rebel against discrimination. This thought leads us a new way which
compel and reshape us in new manner. We became angered and stormy. In my early days I
was very religious but in my youth days I became rebellion. Without movement and ideology
I could not write. Our ideology is anti-caste. The caste system is inhuman which divided
humans on basis of discrimination. Because of the movement and thought of Dr. Ambedkar
we realize our exploitation and slavery. This consciousness is charged me in my formative
age. This is Dalit Consciousness. Ambedkar is my real hero who inspired me and form me in
right direction.
JS: Do you consider Dalit writing as the „corpus of pain and suffering‟?
Sharan: No…..no….this is a half-truth. In the first stage of Dalit literature there is “corpus of
pain and suffering”. In this stage cry is main theme. In 1960‟s the main tone was pain. Dalit
writers were writing about their suffering and asking to world at large about humanity. We
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are human being. Our blood and your blood is red. Why you are destroying us? Mostly these
writers were old age. When the young writers were started to write, they straightway started
to reject this brutal social system. In this stage pain became secondary and problem became
the bullet. The rejection became main tone of Dalit literature. In third stage we started to
revolt against the injustice. The rebellion mood became important tone of our expression. So
Dalit literature is not only corpus of pain and suffering, but it is revolt against inhumanity.
JS: Who are the leading Dalit writers in your state?
Sharan: There are thousands of Dalit writes. There is a mass movement of writing for
oppressed people. The main names are Baburao Bagul, Annabhau Sathe, Namdeo Dasal,
Daya

Pawar,

Laxman

Mane,

Arjun

Dangale,Yashavant

Manohar,

Gangadhar

Pantavane,Laxman Gaikwad and so many.
JS: Who are Dalit‟s? What according to you is Dalit literature?
Sharan: Dalit means socially discriminated and exploited people. These are downtrodden.
Dalits are not in one religion, in one state, in one nation, in one language and in one culture.
There are Hindu Dalits, Sikh Dalits, Muslim Dalits, Christen Dalits and Boudh-Dalits. Dalit
are spread all over country and beyond country. Within India scheduled castes, scheduled
tribes and adivasis are Dalits as well as Muslim, Christen, Sikh Dalits are also Dalits. Dalits
are within India, in south Asia, in U.K., in USA, in Caribbean countries. I think Dalits are not
only Indians but they are multilateral, multinational, multi-cultured and multicolored. Dalit
literature is literature of oppressed. But we are not marginalized or subaltern. We are
originals.
JS: Can your writing be called „literature‟ instead of „Dalit literature‟?
Sharan: No … No it will harm my identity. I am an Indian Dalit writer. Writer is only writer.
He is committed to his writings. I am writer of people. I am committed to my movement. I
am writer plus activist. My writing is literature as well as weapon against atrocities against
Dalits. My writing is a movement of human rights. We should differentiate literature from
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Dalit literature. Dalit literature is a literature of movement. It stands for democracy, equality,
fraternity and freedom. Man is holy and more important than heaven, religion and nation.
Dalit literature is a literature of emancipation of Dalits. It defends human values. Dalit
literature is different from other literature because of its language, its ideology, its goal, its
objective, its pain and pangs.
JS: Is there a deliberate political ideology when we attach the tag „Dalit”?
Sharan: Yes. There is deliberate political ideology. Dalit literature is a political document of
Dalit race. In democracy everything is political. Temple is political. Religion is political. We
want to become main voice of this democracy. Dalit writer is building new and beautiful
India. Our literature is our holy and beautiful dream. It is a dream for freedom , total freedom.
JS: How do you read the story, “Mother” by Baburao Bagul?
Sharan: The Mother of Baburao Bagul and the mother of Gorky are the same women who
inspires us. They are brave.
JS: Can a non-Dalit person write Dalit literature?
Sharan: This is a foolish question which is asked to us again and again. How one can prohibit
writing? It is constitutional right of every Indian. Our complaint is that the writer cannot
defame and damage Dalits. In age-old literature Dalit are not heroes. They are only servants.
Dalit are pictured as crooked, ugly and brainless. Some writers are writing about Dalits
sympathetically and showing mercy. I hate pity. We want our rights .No one can deny us
from our rights.
JS: Why did you start writing?
Sharan: For freedom, fraternity and justice.
JS: Would you please mention your works?
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Sharan: I have written 44 books in Marathi. My major works are translated in Hindi, English,
Malayalam, Tamil, Kananda, Punjabi, Gujarati and in other Indian regional languages.

JS: Your autobiography?
Sharan: The Outcaste: Akkarmashi is published by Oxford University Press, India and USA.
Sharan is the protagonist.
JS: Are you familiar with Bengali Dalit writers?
Sharan: Yes. I read. Some of them really engage me. You are doing a good job by translating
into English. Translations into other Indian languages will help a lot.
JS: The Outcaste is the emotionally autobiography of a half-caste growing up in the Mahar
community, and the anguish and pains he suffers from not belonging fully to it. Would you
please share thoughts on your autobiographical novel Akkarmashi?
Sharan: Akkarmashi is not a novel. It is my life story. It is available in Hindi, English,
Kannanda, Gujarati, Malayam, Tamil, Punjabi, Telegu etc.
JS: Dalit literature is militant in texture. Do you subscribe to this view?
Sharan: Militancy is the main feature of this literature. Thousands of years Dalits were slave
and polite. They were harassed. Dalit cannot drink water on the river bank of high caste; Dalit
cannot enter in the temple of high caste. Dalit cannot cremate their dead bodies in the burial
ground of high caste. The touch, the voice and the shadow of Dalits is treated impure by high
castes. To protest, to reject, to revolt against all odds the militancy is necessary. Militancy is
the face of this literature. Without militancy we cannot shock, threat and alert the mind and
attitude of high caste.
JS: Can Dalit literature be branded as proletariat literature?
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Sharan: Dalit literature is a literature of Dalits.
JS: What is the main theme(s) in your writing?

Sharan: Only Dalit themes. Dalits have been oppressed and socially subjugated.
JS: Do you write for a select reader?
Sharan: No never. I am writing for all. It is not my duty to talk against inhuman caste system.
It is everybody‟s duty to talk against injustice. It is not private and limited task of Dalit writer
to fight against cruelty. It is necessary to unite and struggle for all. We cannot divide the
movement of justice. I am writing for Dalits. It is true. It is again and most true that I am
writing for every reader irrelevant of his caste, creed and race.
JS: What is the future of Dalit literature in India?
Sharan: Very bright. Whenever there is discrimination, there would be struggle. And the
struggle is the form of Dalit literature. We write for the sunrise somewhere.
JS: Is there a message in your works?
Sharan: Yes. My every word is message: for struggle and for freedom.
JS: Any immediate wish?
Sharan: I am working on one novel. The title is Sanatan.
JS: Thank you! You are the source of inspiration for generations! I remain grateful to you.
Never let your pen dry! Advance wishes for Sanatan!
(This interview is a part of my longstanding close contact with Mr. Sharankumar Limbale
and my engagement with many noble souls who follow Sharanji‟s works and ideas.)
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